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TUE 28 DELAWARE 7:00 p.m.
DECEMBER
Holiday Inn Classic at University of Nevada (Reno)
FRI 1 Northwestern Louisiana State 8:00 p.m.
SAT 2 Nevada or Colorado State 6:00/8:00 p.m.
WED 6 Siena 4:30 p.m.
SAT 9 Penn % at Villanova 1:00 p.m.
WED 13 American 5:00 p.m.
FRI 22 VILLANOVA % 2:00 p.m.
LA SALLE INVITATIONAL
THU 28 La Salle vs UMBC 6:00 p.m.
Kent State vs Howard 8:00 p.m.
FRI 29 Consolation 6:00 p.m.
Championship 8:00 p.m.
JANUARY
WED 3 DREXEL 7:00 p.m.
MON 8 Duquesne * 7:00 p.m.
WED 10 Rhode Island * 7:00 p.m.
SAT 13 FORDHAM * (Alumnae game preceeding) 1:00 p.m.
MON 15 XAVTER* 7:00 p.m.
SAT 20 MASSACHUSETTS * 1:00 p.m.
THU 25 Virginia Tech * 7:00 p.m.
SAT 27 Dayton * 8:00 p.m.
FEBRUARY
THU 1 VIRGINIA TECH * 7:00 p.m.
SUN 4 GEORGE WASHINGTON *
(Televised on the A- 10 Network) 12:00 p.m.
TUE 6 Temple * %
(Televised on the SportsChannel Network)
8:00 p.m.
SAT 10 George Washington * 4:00 p.m.
MON 12 ST. JOSEPH'S * % 7:00 p.m.
SAT 17 DAYTON * 1:00 p.m.
THU 22 DUQUESNE * 7:00 p.m.
SAT 24 Xavier * 1:00 p.m.
TUE 27 St. Bonaventure * 7:00 p.m.
MARCH
FRI 1 Atlantic 10 Tournament TBA
MON 4 at Virginia Tech Blacksburg, VA
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LA SALLE QUICK FACTS
THE UNIVERSITY
Location Philadelphia, PA 19141
Founded 1863
Enrollment 5,800
President Joseph Burke, FSC, Ph.D.
Nickname Explorers
Colors Blue and Gold
Conference Atlantic 10
Home Court/Capacity Hayman Hall/ 1 ,000
Press Row Phone 21 5-95 1-3999
ATHIETICADMINISTRATION
Director of Athletics Robert Mullen
Athletics Phone Number 2 1 5-95 1-1516
Associate Athletic Director Thomas Meier
Assistant Athletic Director/Senior Women's Administrator Kathleen McNally
Acting Director of Sports Relations and Marketing Mark Morgan
609/951-1605
Morgans Home Number 609/662-4838
Assistant Sports Information/Women's Basketball Contact Maureen Coyle
Coyles Home Number 610-622-1845
Assistant Sports Information Bob Vetrone, Sr.
Vetrone's Home Number 215-533-1835
SID Phone Number 215-951-1605
SID Fax Number 215-951-1694
COACHING STAFF
Head Coach John Miller
Alma Mater/Year St. Charles Seminary/1969
Record at La Salle/Years 185-79/nine
Overall Record/Years same
Office Phone Number 215-951-1525
Assistant Coach Tom Lochner
Graduate Assistant Jenny McGowan
MEET THE EXPLORERS
Letterwinners Returning/Lost 1 3/0
Starters Returning/Lost 5/0
Newcomers (2) Carrie Jewett and Jacki Wlodarczyk
1994-95 Overall Record 20-10
1994-95 MCC Record/Finish 10-6/6th (MCC)
1994-95 Big 5 Record/Finish 2-2/3rd
Explorers by Class Seniors (4), Juniors (6),
Sophomores (3), Freshman (2)
Credits: The 1995-96 La Salle University women's basketball media guide was written and
edited by Colleen Corace. Editorial assistancefrom Beth Kane and Melanie l'arker. The records
section was researched and compiled by Cristine Paull, Heather Sudul and Susan Senner, updated
by (Colleen Corace.
Printing: Nittany Valley Offset. State College, PA.
Photography: Jerry Millevoi and Dave Yoblick.
On the Cover: Captains: Allyson Blue. Patrice McGovern, I.ori Sparling and Man t Willis
MEDIA INFORMATION
The 1995-96 La Salle University
Women's Basketball Guide was
prepared by the La Salle University
Sports Information Office to assist
the news media in their coverage of
the Explorers. Requests for
additional information, feature
materials and photographs should
be made to Assistant Sports
Information Director Maureen
Coyle at (215) 951-1605.
Working Credentials: Working
press and photography credentials
will be evaluated on a first-come,
first-serve basis and can be requested
by phoning the Sports Information
Office prior to the start ofthe game.
Press seating is made available upon
request only.
Press Entrance: Entrance to
Hayman Hall is available through
the main doors, on the parking lot
side of the building. The court is
located on the third floor, which can
be accessed by the back staircase in
the lobby.
Media Services: Programs,
including lineups, and game notes
will be made available in the sports
information office on the second
floor prior to each game. A box
score and running play-by-play will
be provided at the conclusion of
each half. Stats are produced by the
STATMAN II System.
Radio Lines: Radio lines can be
made available at the visitors request
by contacting the La Salle
University Sports Information
Office, and then by directly
contacting Pennsylvania Bell at
(215)241-8500.
Parking: Parking is offered on an
equal access basis. No parking
passes will be issued. Available lots
include the Hayman Hall parking
lot and the Good Shepherd lot on
Chew Street and Church Lane.
uedThank you for your contin
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HEAD COACH JOHN MILLER





that is so famil-




prove to be no
d i f f e rent.
Since taking
the helm in
1986, Miller has compiled an overall collegiate
coaching record of 185-79, which ranks him
among the winningest coaches in Explorer his-
tory. He is also ranked 27th in the nation among
active Division I coaches in winning percentage.
During the 1990-91 season, Miller recorded his
1 00th victory and became the first women's coach
ever to amass 100 wins. Miller's 100th victory
was also a significant milestone for the Univer-
sity because it was the 300th victory for the
La Salle women's basketball program. Then just
three seasons later, he recorded a personal best
coaching milestone as he won his 300th victory
(includes 150 high school wins).
Last year, Miller guided his squad to its 1 1 th con-
secutive winning season with a 20-10 overall
record, 10-6 in the Midwestern Collegiate Con-
ference, and a trip to the MCC championship
game. Last year's success also yielded a fourth
consecutive (seventh overall) La Salle Invitational
title with the Explorers defeating Richmond in
the championship game. Under Miller's guid-
ance, Chrissie Donahue was the fifth player to be
recognized as the tournament's MVP. Mary
Heller had received the honor the previous year,
Jenn Cole had received the award twice, and both
Tracy Sneed and Jennifer Synder were also be-
stowed this distinction.
Miller has five 20+ winning seasons to his name,
four Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference (MAAC)
regular-season crowns, four Philadelphia Big 5
Championships, two NCAA appearances and one
National Women's Invitational Tournament
(NWIT) appearance. At the close of the 1989
season, Miller's Explorers were ranked #18 in the
Associated Press (AP) poll. He has also claimed
three Philadelphia Big 5 Coach of the Year hon-
ors, three MAAC Coach of the Year honors and a
Regional Converse Coach of the Year Award.
In addition to his own achievements, Miller has
also witnessed many individual player accomplish-
ments. Jenn Cole became the all-time leading
scorer and Jenny McGowan became the all-time
steal leader, while Mimi Harris became the all-
time assist leader, to name a few. Miller also
stresses the importance of the well-rounded stu-
dent-athlete. Both Mary Greybush and Cole were
named GTE Academic Ail-Americans.
Before joining the La Salle staff, Miller coached
extensively on the high school level. In 1976,
Miller was named the head coach of the boys team
at Archbishop Ryan High School, after serving as
an assistant to "Speedy" Morris at Roman Catholic
High School for five years. During his nine-year
stint at Ryan, Miller was twice named Catholic
League Coach of the Year. From Ryan, Miller
moved on to Monsignor Bonner High School for
one year, where he closed out his high school
coaching career with 150 wins to his credit.
Miller, a 1969 graduate of St. Charles Seminary,
holds a Bachelor ofArts degree in Philosophy. In
1 976, he obtained a Master's degree in Guidance
and Counseling from Villanova. Originally from
Reading, PA, Miller and his wife, Emily, now re-
side in the Roxborough section of Philadelphia
with their six-year-old daughter Katie.
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BIG 5 COACH OF THE YEAR
1986-87, 1987-88, 1991-92
NCAA DISTRICT II COACH OF THE YEAR
1988-1989
ALL-TIME COACHING RECORDS
COACH SEASONS YEARS RECORD PCX
John Miller 9 1986-95 185-79 70.1%
"Speedy" Morris 2 1984-86 43-17 71.7%
Kevin Gallagher 4 1981-84 61-54 53.0%
Linda Lastowka 2 1978-81 31-23 57.4%
Angie Scarengelli 3 1975-78 42-23 64.6%
Mary O'Connor 3 1973-75 23-17 57.5%












vs Delaware 12/1/86 60-56
vs Temple 12/12/87 67-59
vs Temple 12/10/88 73-71
vs Morgan State 11/28/89 68-28
vs Siena 2/2/91 79-69
vs Fairfield 2/18/92 75-65
vs Drexel 12/11/93 80-75
vs Illinois-Chicago 1/28/95 86-71
THOMAS LOCHNER assistant coach
Assistant CoachTom Lochner returns to the women's basketball
team for his ninth season. Lochner has been John Miller's right-
hand man in all phases of running the women's program at
La Salle, especially in the areas ofscouting, recruiting, fundraising,
and budget and travel management.
|i I Lochner came to La Salle in 1987, after meeting Miller at the
^^ ^^ I NCAA Women's Final Four. Prior to joining the Explorer staff,
^^ Lochner coached girls basketball at his alma mater, Bishop
Gibbons High School in Schenectady, New York, from 1980-
87. The first two years were spent teaching the junior varsity,
followed by four years as the head coach of the varsity. During
his head coaching tenure, Bishop Gibbons went 88-13, winning
the New York State Championship in the large division with a 26-2 mark in 1986. Lochner's
team also claimed three sectional titles and he was honored as New York State Section II Coach
of the Year in 1985 and 1986. In addition to his coaching experience on the high school and
collegiate level, he also has extensive summer camp work, instructing youths in the fundamentals
of basketball.
Lochner, a 1989 graduate of Temple University, earned a Bachelor ofScience degree in Physical
Education/Athletic Administration. He also has an Associate's degree in Marketing from Hudson
Valley Community College in Troy, New York. Tom is currently pursuing a Master's degree in
Education at Temple University and is expected to graduate this spring. He lives in Willow
Grove, PA, with his wife, Beth.
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JENNIFER McGOWAN assistant coach
Jenny McGowan begins her third season as a graduate assistant
coach. McGowan had a stellar career as an Explorer. She
captained the team as a junior and senior. In her final season,
McGowan averaged 10.9 points, 7.9 rebounds, 5.4 assists and
3.3 steals per game. She had a career-high 23 points against
Central Connecticut State in the first round of the La Salle
. Invitational, a career-high 1 5 rebounds at Chicago State and a
I career-high nine steals at Loyola-Chicago.
McGowan became the 1 1th player in the history of the program
to score her 1 ,000th point. She ended her collegiate career as the
all-time steal leader. Not only does she lead the steal category,
but she has also earned spots on the Top Ten career leaders list in
games started and played, field goals and free throws made, free throws attempted, rebounds
and assists. She was also the only other player in women's history to record a triple double, the
other Explorer was her cousin Kelly Greenberg. McGowan was a three-time La Salle Invitational
All-Tournament Team Member and a two-time Philadelphia All-Big 5 Second Team selection.
Jenny graduated from La Salle in 1993 with a Bachelor's degree in Psychology and is now






The Gallagher Club is a La Salle
University Spirit & Social organization for
friends and family of La Salle's Men's and
Women's Basketball. This club is dedicated
to the memory of Dr. Eugene Gallagher,
La Salle's team physician during the early
1970's, until he was fatally stricken
courtside in 1974 during the closing
minutes of our Sugar Bowl Finals win in
New Orleans.
All are welcome to join us in this, our
inaugural campaign in the Atlantic Ten
Conference. In belonging to this special
group, members will receive invitations to
catered pre and post season events with
coaches and players, a commemorative
pin, and much more.
If interested, please return the applica-
tion below along with a $35.00 check made
payable to La Salle University to:
La Salle University Alumni Office






Visa and Mastercard accepted,





The stage is set. As the curtain goes up at Hayman
Hall, John Miller and his all-female cast are ready for
showtime. They were a hit before; they hope to be a
hit again. Miller returns his five starring players, most
notably, Chrissie Donahue, as his leading lady.
Donahue led La Salle in almost every statistical category
as a sophomore and this season should prove to be no
different. If Donahue continues to shine in the
spotlight, she will be the youngest player in the history
of the program to reach the 1,000-point plateau.
Similar to the theatre, the leading lady cannot shine if
she does not have an extremely talented supporting
cast. Lori Sparling, Marnie McBreen and Margit Rinke
are Donahue's co-stars on the court. Sparling is capable
of picking up the scoring slack from the outside when
teams collapse on Donahue inside. At the two-guard,
she averaged 12.1 points per game last season.
McBreen, playing somewhat out of position at small
forward, proved that not only could she knock down
a three-point shot, but that she could also bang
underneath with the best of them to pull down a
rebound. Rinke came on strong in the latter part of
the season, after she earned the starting center spot in
place of Marci Willis. Willis, who started the first 13
games of the season, was side-lined with a knee injury
which kept her out until the very end of 1995. Willis
averaged 7.4 points per game and 3.1 rebounds. On
the other hand, Rinke should have taken a bow for
her outstanding performance in the championship
game of the Midwestern Collegiate Conference
Tournament when she scored a career-high 25 points,
including sinking nine of 1 free throws. Finally, Ann
Gallagher is like the orchestra director, because as the
point guard, she is responsible for setting the tempo
of the offense. Last season, she handed out a team-
leading 147 assists.
Every actress knows that she is only as good as her
understudy. La Salle is fortunate enough to have a
back-up player at ail five positions and then some.
When Donahue needs "a blow" as Coach Miller calls
it, Sarah Weiss is capable of providing the needed
support. In her college debut season, Weiss scored
over 1 00 points and grabbed almost as many rebounds.
Also in their debuts, Sarah Haynes and Katie Wolfe
filled in nicely at the guard slots. Haynes, even as a
freshman, showed composure on the court, as was
evident in the MCC semi-final game versus Detroit.
She nailed a three-pointer as the shot clock was about
to expire to give La Salle the lead for good. Wolfe,
now with a year of experience under her belt at back-
up point guard, is looking for increased playing time
to show her coach, teammates and fans the
performance she is capable of giving.
Other important contributors to the overall production
include seniors Allyson Blue and Patrice McGovern
and juniors Stephanie Coddens and Tina Wahl.
The original cast will also be complimented by the
addition ofCarrie Jewett and Jacki Wlodarczyk. Jewett
is a 6-0 forward who hails from Circle Pines, MN,
where she averaged 14 points and 12 rebounds per
game in her final year at Centennial High School. She
was also a three-time All-Conference First-Team
selection. Wlodarczyk, a 6-3 center from Philadelphia,
PA, averaged 11.9 points and 7.5 rebounds as a senior
at St. Hubert's High School. She was a two-time North
Division All-Catholic selection. With Jewett and
Wlodarczyk, Coach Miller feels that he is adding two
quality players to the program.
As for the schedule, excitement is in the air as La Salle
makes its first appearance in the Atlantic 10
Conference. With 12 teams, the conference will be
split into East/West divisions. The Explorers will
compete in the West Division, in which they will have
home-and-home contests with Dayton, Duquesne,
George Washington, Virginia Tech and Xavier. La Salle
will play Fordham, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, St.
Bonaventure, St. Joseph's and Temple just once during
the regular season. Along with St. Joseph's and Temple,
the squad will continue its round-robin play in the
Philadelphia Big 5 as they face Penn and Villanova.
This season the Explorers return American, Delaware
and Drexel to the schedule after a year's absence.
Former MAAC rival, Siena, will also join the list of
previous opponents.
As far as in-season tournaments are concerned, La Salle
will head out west in the beginning of December to
participate in the University of Nevada (Reno)
Tournament that also features Colorado State and
Northwestern Louisiana State. The Explorers will also
host their 16th consecutive invitational that will
showcase Howard, Kent State and Maryland-Baltimore
County (UMBC). The Explorers' show runs through
March, but perhaps if all goes well, La Salle will have
its run extended to the big dance.
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1995-1996 ROSTER
(AGES ARE WHAT PLAYER WILL BE ON NOV. 1)
NO NAME CL POS HT
3 Katie Wolfe SO G 5-5
11 Marnie McBreen JR F/G 5-9
20 Tina Wahl JR F 5-9
21 * Marci Willis SR F/C 6-1
22 * Patrice McGovern SR G 5-6
30 Sarah Haynes SO G/F 5-9
31 Ann Gallagher JR G 5-5
32 * Allyson Blue SR G 5-8
33 * Lori Sparling SR G 5-7
34 Sarah Weiss SO F 6-1
35 Carrie Jewett FR F 6-0
43 Margit Rinke JR C 6-1
44 Stephanie Coddens JR F 5-10
45 Chrissie Donahue JR F 5-11




Ambler, PA/Gwynedd Mercy Academy
Langhorne, PA/Council Rock
Voorhees, NJ/Paul VI











# 1995-96 academic redshirt
Managers: Carol Bedics and Nonee Wagner
NAME
STARTERS RETURNING (5)







F JR 5-11 Broomall, PA 18.8 8.3
G SR 5-7 Carmel, IN 12.1 4.0
C JR 6-2 Pine River, MN 9.9 4.8
G/F JR 5-10 Havertown, PA 9.3 4.8
G JR 5-5 Broomall, PA 5.3 2.8
KEY RESERVES (2)




F/C SR 6-1 Langhorne, PA 7.4 3.1
G SO 5-5 Ambler, PA 3.2 1.1
NEWCOMERS (2)
POS HT HOMETOWN/HIGH SCHOOL
Carrie Jewett
Jacki Wlodarczyk
F 6-0 Circle Pines, MN/Centennial
C 6-3 Philadelphia, PA/St. Hubert's
].A S A L L 1
WHY WE'RE THE EXPLORERS
La Salle University's nickname - The Explorers - was erroneously be-
stowed by a sports writer covering a La Salle football game (La Salle
played intercollegiate football from 1 93 1-41) on campus sometime dur-
ing the '30s. He thought that the school was named after the famed
French explorer of North America. In reality, the school was named
7 after St. John Baptist de La Salle, the French educator and (bunder oi the





MILLER ON BLUE: "We are looking for big things from Ally. As a fifth-year
senior, she shows terrific leadership both on and off the court."
NOTES: Tri-captain... Dedicated player who works hard. ..Will play the two-
guard position.
1994-95: Came off the bench and played in all 30 games. ..Scored 81 points
and grabbed 29 rebounds. ..Also accumulated 14 assists, nine steals and three
blocks in a total of 312 minutes. ..Had a season-high eight points in the
championship game of the Harvard Invitational against the host team. ..Grabbed
a season-high four rebounds in the championship game of the La Salle
Invitational versus Richmond. ..Shot 40% from the field and 70% from the
stripe. ..Had two blocks against Temple at the Palestra...Had two steals at
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Totals 83/29 178/431 .413 16/57 .281 63/90 .700 435 5.2 44 104 148 1.8 99/3 67 110 8 49 1255
1993-94: After being recruited as a two-guard, Ally made a sacrifice for the good of the team and ran the point. ..Started
and played in all 28 games. ..Averaged 6.3 points and 3. 1 rebounds per game. ..Had her best outing of the season at home
against Villanova, where she shot a perfect 6-6 from the field and 4-4 from the line for a team-leading 16 points. ..Was
second on the team with 57 assists. ..Also accumulated 26 steals and nine blocks. ..Scored in double figures in seven
games. ..Was named to the MCC Academic Honor Roll. ..Was named La Salle's Big 5 Unsung Hero.
1992-93: Was medically redshirted for the season because she tore her anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) in her left knee
during a summer league game.
1991-92: Saw limited action in her freshman role. ..Played 186 minutes over 25 games. ..Shot over 45% (30/65) from
the field and 68% (13/19) from the foul line.. .Scored 73 points and pulled down 29 rebounds...Had 13 assists and 1
1
steals. ..Scored a career-high 16 points versus Colgate in a 25 minute performance. ..Had a stellar game against Loyola
(MD) with 14 points on 6-7 field goals and 2-2 free throws. ..Pulled down six rebounds in her second collegiate game
versus Penn in only 12 minutes.
HIGH SCHOOL: Averaged 25.3 points and 7.2 rebounds per game as a senior at Mahanoy Area High School. ..Guided
her team to its second-consecutive class AA title in 1991. ..Finished her high school career as the second all-time leading
scorer with 1,819 points... During her four-year stint, Mahanoy posted an unbelievable 116-10 record...Named to several
all-star teams, including the Hazelton Standard-Speaker All-Area Team, the Reading Eagle All-Anthracite First Team
and the Pottsville Rebublican First Team. ..Also recognized as a USA Today Honorable Mention for Pennsylvania. ..Member
of the National Honor Society...Mahanoy Area Scholar-Athlete with a class ranking of fifth. ..Also earned four letters in
track...Schuykill Track League Ail-Star Team.
PERSONAL: Born in Hazelton, PA, on November 18, 1973. ..Daughter of Carol and Robert Blue.. .Has one younger
sister who is a freshman basketball player at Bucknell...Graduated last May with a Bachelor of Arts degree in
Psychology.. .Presently taking undergraduate courses at La Salle to prepare for a Master's degree in Physical Therapy...Also
enjoys running, tennis and golf... High School Coach was Joseph Alansky.
#32







16 vs Villanova (1994)
7 twice (1994)





MILLER ON McGOVERN: "Patrice is the perfect person to have as a
walk-on. She works extremely hard at practice and is always heard cheering
her teammates on from the bench."
NOTES: Looks to gain some increased playing time this season. ..Joins the
team for a fourth year as a walk-on. ..Always gives 100% at practice.
1994-95: Appeared in 12 games for a total of 28 minutes. ..Had three
points and two rebounds in nine minutes against Temple. ..Scored a basket
in one minute in the first round of the La Salle Invitational against Morgan
State. ..Scored a basket in one minute at home versus Xavier...Shot 60%
from the field and 50% from the line.
1993-94: Saw limited action in seven games. ..Scored a basket at home
against Evansvillc.Was 2-2 from the line. ..Grabbed a rebound against
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Totals 29/0 7/15 .467 0/2 .000 3/4 .750 17 .6 1 2 3 .1 6/0 1 5 1 66
1992-93: Saw limited playing time in 10 games (25 minutes). ..Shot 44.5% (4/9) from the field...Scored eight
points. ..Had one assist and one steal.
HIGH SCHOOL: Member of the National Honor Society... Earned three letters in basketball. ..Selected to the
All-Conference Team. ..Also lettered in cross country and track.
PERSONAL: Born in Voorhees, NJ, on February 7, 1974. ..Daughter of Claire and John McGovern...Has two
older sisters and one younger sister...Younger sister Katie is a member of the basketball team at Drexel...Majoring
in Elementary and Special Education. ..Plans to teach and coach after she graduates... Favorite color is black... Favorite
vacation spot is the Jersey shore. ..High School Coach was Carol Harris.
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2 vs Temple same







MILLER ON SPARLING: "Lori will play the perimeter again. She is one of
our top returners, if not the top offensive threat from the outside. Continue to
watch for Lori to constantly improve her game."
NOTES: Tri-captain...Mostly seen at the shooting-guard position, but can
also play point when needed. ..Will be a big key to La Salle's outside-scoring
game. ..Should score 1,000 points before her career is over.. .Does a good job
defensively.
1994-95: Started in 27 of 28 games played. ..Missed two games in the middle
of the season due to an ankle injury.. .Was second on the team in scoring,
averaging 12. 1 points per game. ..Scored 20 or more points in three-consecutive
games. ..Had a season-high 21 points at Xavier...Also had a career-high 10
rebounds against the Musketeers. ..Recorded the first double-double ofher career
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Totals 82/81 306/786 .389 69/204 .338 88/123 .716 769 9.4 87 174 261 3.2 178/3 137 189 19 72 2208
rebounding in four games... Pulled down 1 13 rebounds. ..Shot 83.3% from the foul line. ..Was perfect from the line in 1
1
games. ..Scored in double figures in 18 of30 games. ..Was fourth on the team in steals (34) and fifth in assists (46)...Named
to the MCC All-Tournament Team...Named to the Philadelphia Big 5 Second Team.
1993-94: Started and played in all 28 games...Came on strong in the second halfofthe season as an offensive threat...Team's
third-leading scorer, averaging 10 points per game...Averaged 12.3 points per game just in MCC games. ..Also grabbed
90 rebounds for a 3.2 average. ..Shot over 40% from the floor and over 70% from the line. ..Had a career-high 23 points
at home against Evansville, then broke her career-high, as she scored 25 points at Notre Dame. ..Also had a season-high
seven rebounds versus the Irish. ..Had a season-and team-high six assists at Delaware...Handed out 40 assists and had 29
thefts. ..Led the team in scoring in three games. ..Led the team in rebounding in one game. ..Scored in double figures in
13 games. ..Was named Big 5 Player of the Week.
1992-93: Played in all 27 games. ..Earned three starts on the year.. .Shot 45% (12/27) from three-point range and over
70% (15/21) from the foul line. ..Scored 153 points in her rookie campaign...Averaged 5.7 points and 2.0 rebounds per
game. ..Handed out 33 assists and stole the ball 24 times. ..Scored in double figures six times. ..Had a season-high 15
points at Dayton. ..Had a season-high six rebounds and five steals at home versus DrexeL.Also had four assists against
Evansville...Named to the MCC All-Newcomer Team.
HIGH SCHOOL: Came to the East Coast after having a stellar high school career at Carmel High School in
Indiana...Claimed numerous awards and honors, including being named to the All-Semi State Team in her senior
year.. .Two-time All-State. ..Three-time All-Regional. ..Four-time All-Sectional. ..Four-time All-Conference
Selection. ..Member of the Indiana All-Star team, in which the best 13 girls of the state are exclusively selected to
compete against Kentucky's All-Star team. ..Recognized as the Indianapolis Area Most Valuable Player...Averaged 21
points, five rebounds, three assists and three steals per game as a senior.. .Accumulated 1,540 career points. ..Set 1 1 school
records, including most free throws made in a season (100). ..Most Valuable Player of her team three of four years. ..Also
lettered in volleyball and Softball.
PERSONAL: Born in Kokomo, IN, on September 7, 1973. ..Daughter of Pat and A Sparling.. .Has one older
brother.. .Majoring in Elementary Education. ..Also enjoys skiing and shopping. ..High School Coach was Judy Warren.
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25 vs Notre Dame (1994)
same






MILLER ON WILLIS: "Marci really began to turn the corner in her
career. Unfortunately, she suffered a knee injury which cost her most of the
season, but hopefully she can bounce back and pick up where she left off."
NOTES: Tri-captain... Powerful rebounder... Gained valuable playing
experience last season at the center spot. ..Look for Marci to go strong to
the basket and score inside points from the block.
1994-95: Started at the center spot in the first 13 games before going
down with a knee injury at Detroit. ..Returned at the end of the season for
very minimal playing time in five games. ..Scored in double figures in nine
games. ..Had 10 or more points in five-consecutive games. ..Had a career-
high 14 points in the home conference opener against Wright State. ..Went
a perfect 5-5 from the field at home against Xavier...Had a season-high
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Totals 61/34 107/202 .530 0/0 .000 61/106 .576 275 4.5 87 136 223 3.7 86/0 20 74 20 38 987
to the La Salle Invitational All-Tournament Team. ..Had a season-high six rebounds at St. Joseph's. ..Second on the
team with seven blocks. ..Also had 15 steals and seven assists on the year.. .Shot close to 60% from the floor.. .Shot
64.1% from the line. ..Netted 133 points and pulled down 56 rebounds in less than 20 minutes per game.
1993-94: Started in 21 of 28 games played. ..Grabbed 122 rebounds for a 4.4 average...Also dropped 108
points.. .Shot 46% (40-87) from the field. ..Had 21 steals and 10 blocked shots ...Led the team in rebounding in
four games. ..Had a career-high 1 1 points twice. ..Had a season-high nine rebounds twice at home versus Villanova
and Xavier...Had a career-high four steals in La Salle Invitational title game against Mount Saint Mary's.
1992-93: Only played in 15 of 27 games (183 minutes) for the Explorers.. .Sat out during the spring semester of
her freshman year to concentrate on academics. ..Had a season-high six points at Butler.. .Had a career and team-
high 10 rebounds at Evansville...Twice dished out two assists and had two steals at home against Dayton. ..Shot
over 50% (13/24) from the floor and 47% (8/17) from the charity stripe. ..Had 34 points and 45 rebounds in her
rookie campaign. ..Had one double-figure rebounding game.. .Had totals of eight assists, three blocks and two
steals on the season.
HIGH SCHOOL: Averaged 12 points and 12 rebounds in her senior year at Council Rock High
School. ..Captain. ..Posted the most rebounds (317) of any player in the Suburban I League. ..Selected to the Bucks
County First Team, "Golden 14", Lower Bucks County Ail-Star Team and Second Team All-Area in Trenton,
NJ...Received several Player of the Week honors throughout her senior year...Member of the All-Tournament
Team in the Papiano Memorial Christmas Tournament at Camden County Community College...Named the
Most Valuable Player of her team. ..First athlete from Council Rock to receive a scholarship to play basketball at a
Division I college.. .Also lettered in track and field.
PERSONAL: Born in Trenton, NJ, on January 5, 1974. ..Daughter ofJoDean Willis Ward and Forrest Willis.. .Has
one older brother.. .Majoring in Marketing.. .Marci credits her mother for being the biggest influence in her
life.. .Enjoys going to the movies and playing practical jokes. ..High School Coach was Robert Assetto.
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14 vs Wright State
6 vs St. Josephs
3 vs Richmond
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10 vs Evansville (1994)





Grosse Pointe, MI/Grosse Pointe South
MILLER ON CODDENS: "I hope Steph will be able to contribute
more to the team this year. She started off slow last season and did not
fully recover from her injury, but she was able to keep her own and the
team's spirits up. Steph was a real morale booster."
NOTES: Probably has the most athleticism of any player on the
squad. ..Looks to gain increased playing time.. .Watch for Steph to become
more involved on offense this season. ..As a small forward she has nice
outside range. ..Also a member of the La Salle women's soccer team.
1994-95: Saw action in 22 games...Was injured in the first round of
the Harvard Invitational and did not return until the La Salle
Invitational. ..Scored 31 points and pulled down 21 rebounds in 119
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Totals 47/0 19/65 .292 1/11 .090 17/23 .739 56 1.2 16 25 41 .9 39/0 11 32 3 20 298
year.. .Had a career-high 1 1 points off the bench at home against Loyola-Chicago. ..Shot 4-5 from the floor at
Wisconsin-Milwaukee...Had a career-high five rebounds against Morgan State in the first round of the
La Salle Invitational. ..Had two steals at Tampa. ..Went 1 1-14 from the foul line for the season. ..Was perfect
from the charity stripe three out of six times she went.
1993-94: Played in 25 games...Scored 25 points and grabbed 20 rebounds. ..Also had 14 steals, nine assists
and two blocks. ..Had a season-high five points at Notre Dame. ..Had a season-high three rebounds at home
against American.
HIGH SCHOOL: All-State in Basketball, Volleyball and Soccer.. .Most Valuable Player as a junior and
senior.. .Co-Captain as a junior and senior...Honored with the Thursby Award for best senior athlete.. .Earned
four letters in basketball, three in volleyball and soccer and one letter in softball... Participated in three AAU
National Tournaments.
PERSONAL: Born in Grosse Pointe, MI, on October 6, 1975. ..Daughter of Eleanore Griffin and Robert
Coddens...Has two older brothers and three older sisters. ..Majoring in Biology and Secondary
Education. ..Favorite color is green. ..Wants to work in the field of physical therapy or sports medicine.. .High
School Coach was Peggy Van Eckoute.
Season Highs Career Highs
Points: 1 1 vs Loyola-Chicago same
Rebounds: 5 vs Morgan State same






MILLER ON DONAHUE: "Chrissie had a fabulous year in all aspects of the
game. She is an all-around player, who is extremely competitive. In spite of
her numerous individual achievements, Chrissie puts the goals of the team
first."
NOTES: The type of player that makes the other four players on the court
better.. .Has an innate sense of the game, almost like a "coach on the
floor"...Makes good decisions with the basketball.
1994-95: Started and played in all 30 games at the power forward position. ..Led
the team with 563 points, 249 rebounds, 74 steals and eight blocks. ..Had a
career-high 30 points at home against Illinois-Chicago. ..Had a career-high 15
rebounds on two occasions. ..Scored in double figures in 27 games. ..Had seven
double-figure rebounding games. ..Scored 20 or more points in 1 5 games. ..Had
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Totals 58/58 318/627 .507 11/37 .297 280/342 .819 927 16.0 116 324 440 7.6 166/3 132 168 21 118 1708
steals against Notre Dame. ..Led the team in scoring in 20 games. ..Led the team in rebounding in 20 games. ..Shot 53.1%
from the field and 78.7% from the line...Named to the All-Tournament Team at Harvard. ..Named the La Salle Invitational
MVP.. .Named to the Second-Team All-MCC...Named MCC Player of the Week twice.. .Named to the MCC All-
Tournament Team. ..Ranked in five of eight individual statistical categories in the MCC. ..Named Philadelphia Big 5
Player of the Year, only the second player from La Salle to garner the honor...Named to the First-Team All-Big 5...Named
Big 5 Player of the Week lour times. ..Named to the ECAC honor roll six times.
1993-94: Started and played in all 28 games, first rookie ever to do so under John Miller.. .La Salle's second-leading
scorer and rebounder...Averaged 13 points and 6.8 rebounds per game. ..Had the best free-throw percentage on the team
and in the MCC, ninth best in the nation. ..Also had 47 assists, 44 steals and 13 blocks. ..Led the team in scoring in eight
games. ..Led the Explorers in rebounding in nine games. ..Had a season-high 25 points in overtime victory at Butler.. .Had
a season-high 14 rebounds at Temple and Notre Dame. ..Scored in double figures in 19 games. ..Named to the Mayfair
Farms Classic at Seton Hall and the La Salle Invitational All-Tournament Teams. ..Named to the MCC All-Newcomer
Team. ..Named Philadelphia Big 5 Rookie of the Year.
HIGH SCHOOL: Three-time All-Philadelphia Catholic League First-Team Selection. ..Two-time League Southern
Division Most Valuable Player.. .Three-time All-Delaware County Player of the Year.. .Two-time Philadelphia Inquirer
All-Southeastern and All-Area First Team. ..Two-time AAU All-American...All-time leading scorer (boys or girls) at Cardinal
O'Hara High School. ..Scored 1 ,446 career points. ..Led O'Hara to three-consecutive Catholic League titles. ..Led O'Hara
to 45-consecutive league victories. ..Member of the team that had a three-year record of 71-9, including an undefeated
28-0 in her senior year.. .Team was also ranked #1 1 in the nation in final USAToday poll. ..Also lettered in sohball...Three-
time All-Philadelphia Catholic League softball player.
PERSONAL: Born in Broomall, PA, on May 1 1, 1975. ..Daughter ofMeg and Joe Donahue. ..Has two older sisters, two
younger sisters and one younger brother.. .Majoring in Management. ..Wants to hold a management position in the
sports field when she graduates. ..Enjoys listening to music and watching all types of sporting events. ..High School
Coach was Jack Keffer.
#45
Season Highs Career Highs
Points: 30 vs Illinois-Chicago same
Rebounds: 1 5 twice same
Steals: 6 vs Notre Dame S.1I1K'







MILLER ON GALLAGHER: "Ann had a steady sophomore year, expect
the same this season. She is our quarterback and does a terrific job on the
fast break and is also equally good in our half-court offense."
NOTES: Most difficult position to play, especially the way La Salle runs
their offense... Effectively runs the plays and has enough confidence to "order"
the others around on the court.
1994-95: Started and played in all 30 games at the point-guard
position. ..Led the team with 147 assists. ..Had a career-high 12 assists at
Harvard. ..Named to the All-Tournament Team at Harvard... Ranked fourth
in the MCC in assists. ..Second on the team with 56 steals.. .Had a career-
high 11 rebounds at Villanova...Had a season-high 11 points in three
different games. ..Had a season-high five steals at Cleveland State. ..Scored
in double figures seven times. ..Had one double-figure rebounding
game. ..Shot 37.5% from the floor and 38.5% from the three-point
range. ..Was a perfect 3-3 from three-point range at Detroit...Netted 159
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Totals 58/58 119/307 .388 20/53 .377 78/111 .703 336 5.8 47 123 170 2.9 102/2 204 205 11 82 1438
1993-94: Played in all 28 games for the Explorers. ..La Salle's back-up point guard in her rookie campaign. ..Led
the team in assists with 1 14. ..Scored over 100 points (3.9 ppg) and grabbed 45 rebounds. ..Also had 36 steals...Had
a career-high 13 points in first round of the MCC Tournament against Bulter...Also scored 1 1 points at Notre
Dame... Dished out a season-high seven assists in three consecutive games.
HIGH SCHOOL: Earned four varsity letters. ..Two-time All-Delaware County.. .Two-time All-Catholic
League...All-State as a senior.. .Philadelphia Inquirer All-Southeastern Pennsylvania and All-Area... Philadelphia
Catholic League Scholar-Athlete. ..Greatest moment was beating the #1 ranked Shelbyville and ending their 1 10-
game-winning streak.
PERSONAL: Born in Philadelphia, PA, on September 26, 1975. ..Daughter of Joan and John Gallagher...Has
two older sisters and one younger brother.. .Sister Kathleen is a La Salle graduate. ..Other sister Joanie played
basketball for Boston College...Majoring in Psychology...En rolled in the Honors Program. ..Has career ambitions
of becoming a lawyer or psychologist. ..High School Coach was Jack Keffer.
#31
















MILLER ON McBREEN: "Mamie had a really good sophomore year.
She gained a lot of confidence in her overall skills and rebounds extremely
well for her size."
NOTES: Can play in the two-guard slot or at small forward... Drives to the
basket nicely or knocks down the three-point shot... Defensively solid, usually
called upon to defend opponents' leading scorer.. .Comes up with a number
of steals in pressure defense.
1994-95: Started and played in all 30 games at the small forward
position. ..Led the team in three-point field-goal percentage (.397). ..Shot
43.9% from the field and 65.7% from the line.. .Grabbed a total of 143
rebounds. ..Had a career-high 12 rebounds in the championship game of
the Harvard Invitational. ..Tied for second on the team with an average of
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Totals 58/31 147/358 .411 45/110 .409 66/102 .647 405 7.0 67 156 223 3.9 149/3 84 105 1 79 1387
high 21 points at home against Loyola-Chicago...Also had her best-shooting night against the Ramblers, as she
went 10-14 from the floor.. .Had a career-high eight assists at Wisconsin-Milwaukee. ..Dished out 63 assists and
stole the ball 40 times in 866 minutes. ..Had a double double of 10 points and 10 rebounds in the conference
opener at home versus Wright State. ..Scored in double figures in 15 games. ..Had two double-figure rebounding
games. ..Led the Explorers in scoring in two games. ..Led the team in rebounding in four games. ..Named to the
La Salle Invitational All-Tournament Team.
1993-94: Played in all 28 games... Earned one start at DrexeL.Led the team in three-point field-goal percentage
(.429). ..Shot 100% from three-point range at Butler.. .Scored 126 points for a 4.5 average.. .Grabbed 80 rebounds
for a 2.9 average...Stole the ball 39 times and handed out 21 assists. ..Had a season-high 14 points in the first game
of the season against Penn... Pulled down a season-high six rebounds on four different occasions. ..Scored in double
figures in three games.
HIGH SCHOOL: Two-year starter on team that won three-consecutive Catholic League Championships. ..First-
Team All-Catholic League as a senior.. .First-Team All-Delaware County as a senior...Second-Team All-Southeastern
Pennsylvania as a senior.. .Third-Team All-Area as a senior...Second-Team All-Delaware County as a junior.. .Second-
Team All-Catholic League as a junior.. .Roundball Classic State Ail-Star....Member of team that was ranked #1 1 in
final USA Today poll. ..Most memorable moment was winning the Catholic Championship three years in a
row...Member of the Philadelphia Belles AAU Team that placed 7th in 1993 nationals. ..Also played volleyball for
Cardinal O'Hara.
PERSONAL: Born in Media, PA, on March 4, 1975. ..Daughter of Regina and James McBreen...Has one older
brother and one older sister.. .Majoring in Marketing.. .Considering coaching after she graduates. ..Enjoys working
out or dancing.. .High School Coach was Jack Keffer.
#11
Season Highs Career Highs
Points: 21 vs Loyola same
Rebounds: 1 2 vs Harvard same






MILLER ON RINKE: "I always refer to players turning the corner in
their career, but Margit knocked it down. She became a dominating player
and an offensive force towards the end of last season. I saw it and so did the
team. The players really started to look for her. Continue to watch for
Margit to make great strides in her game."
NOTES: Post player.. .Reached the peak of her sophomore year towards
the end of the season. ..We are looking for her to pick up where she left off
last year.. .Doubled both her points and rebounds from freshman to
sophomore season...Very coachable player with a tremendous attitude.
1994-95: Started in 17 of 30 games played...Became the starting center
when Marci Willis got injured. ..Finished the season third on the team in
scoring with 297 points and tied for second on the team in rebounding
with 143 boards. ..Shot 51.8% from the field and 71% from the charity
stripe. ..Had a career-high 25 points in the MCC Championship game at
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Totals 56/17 155/305 .508 1/1 1.000 100/138 .725 411 7.3 83 131 214 3.8 129/2 32 77 10 29 945
Detroit...Scored in double figures in 13 games, including 12 of the last 18 games...Had two double-figure rebounding
games...Recorded the first double double of her career at home against Cleveland State with 14 points and 10
rebounds...Went a perfect 8-8 from the foul line at Tampa...Shot a perfect 8-8 from the field at Wisconsin-
Milwaukee. ..Had a season-high three assists on three different occasions...Had a season-high three steals at home
against Cleveland State...Accumulated 24 assists, 17 steals and three blocks in 662 minutes. ..Made her one and
only three-point shot at the buzzer of the first half against Morgan State. ..Led the Explorers in scoring in four
games. ..Led the team in rebounding in five games.
1993-94: Played in 26 of 28 games. ..Shot 48.2% from the field and 75.6% from the charity stripe. ..Scored 1 14
points and grabbed 71 rebounds...Also had 12 steals, eight assists and seven blocks. ..Had a season-high 16 points
and six rebounds at home against American...Also went a perfect 8-8 from the foul line versus ALL.In the first
round of the UNCW Tournament, shot 85.7% (6-7) from the floor.. .Led the team in scoring in two games. ..Led
the team in rebounding in two games. ..Scored in double figures in four games.
HIGH SCHOOL: All-time leading scorer at Brainerd with 1 ,750 points. ..All-time leading rebounder at Brainerd
with 1,237 rebounds...Named Minnesota Coaches All-State in junior and senior years. ..Only junior named to the
1992 All-State team.. .Twice named Press Association All-State Tournament Team...Three-time Most Valuable
Player in basketball. ..All-Conference Selection in basketball, volleyball and golf. .Team captain in basketball,
volleyball and golf. .Most Valuable Player in volleyball. ..Named Brainerd's Athlete of the Year as a senior...Member
of the National Honor Society...Received Triple "A" award.
PERSONAL: Born in Moose Lake, MN, on April 15, 1975. .-Daughter of Kama and Vic Rinkc.Has one
younger brother.. .Majoring in Psychology.. .Enjoys spending time with friends. ..Favorite color is navy...High School
Coach was Jim Gogolin.
#43




25 vs Northern Illinois








Ambler, PA/Gwynedd Mercy Academy
MILLER ON WAHL: "Like Patrice McGovern, Tina is a perfect person
to have as a walk-on. She is intelligent in picking up plays and works
extremely hard at practice. She is a great representative of La Salle."
NOTES: Returns to the team for her third year as a walk-on. ..Fun to be
with and adds real camaraderie to the team. ..Continually pushes the starters
to the max...Academically, Tina has a perfect grade point average of 4.0.
1994-95: Played in 14 games for a total of 31 minutes. ..Had nine points
and 12 rebounds on the year.. .Scored a basket, pulled down a career-high
five rebounds and had an assist in nine minutes at the Palestra against
Temple. ..Also had five rebounds at home against Loyola-Chicago. ..Had a
season-high four points against the Ramblers. ..Had a steal versus
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Totals 22/0 5/14 .357 0/1 .000 5/8 .625 15 .7 7 10 17 .8 5/0 2 7 2 46
1993-94: Joined the team as a walk-on. ..Saw action in eight games. ..Went 2-4 from the field and 2-3 from the
line. ..Scored a total of six points and pulled down five rebounds in 15 minutes. ..Also had one steal.
HIGH SCHOOL: Earned three varsity letters in basketball, three in lacrosse and two in field hockey. .Was an All-
League selection as a sophomore and senior.. .Was an All-Area selection in 1 1th and 12th grade. ..All-Star in Labor
Classic. ..Highest GPA of graduating class... Featured on Channel 6 as the Best of the Class of 1993.
PERSONAL: Born in Abington, PA, on March 3, 1975. ..Daughter of Mary Jane and Charles WahL.Has one
older brother and two older sisters.. .Majoring in Political Science. ..Member of the Honors Program. ..Greatest
sports moment was making it to the Final Four of the State tournament in high school. ..High School coach was Ed
Holzer.
#20












New Palestine, IN/New Palestine
MILLER ON HAYNES: "Sarah is a coach's dream. She works
hard and takes the game seriously. Sarah was instrumental in turning
the MCC semi-final game versus Detroit around. In fact, I believe
she won that game for us."
NOTES: Can play shooting guard or small forward...She does more
positive things on the court that the normal spectator does not even
realize... Really contributed to the success of the team last season.
1994-95: Played in all 30 games...Earned starts against Richmond,
Tampa and South Florida in place of the injured Lori Sparling...Played
a season-high 30 minutes versus Richmond... Fourth on the team in
three-pointers made with 12. ..Shot 35.9% from the floor.. .Netted













REB AVG PF/D AST TO BLK STL MIN
1994-95 30/3 38/106 .359 12/42 .286 10/17 .588 98 3.3 12 37 49 1.6 38/1 20 24 1 18 385
Totals 30/3 38/106 .359 12/42 .286 10/17 .588 98 3.3 12 37 49 1.6 38/1 20 24 1 18 385
had 20 assists and 18 steals. ..Had a season-high 1 1 points at home against Illinois-Chicago. ..Had three
assists versus Temple and Detroit...Had a season-high five rebounds twice...Had a season-high four
steals at home versus Detroit...Had one double-figure scoring game.
HIGH SCHOOL: Started every game all four years...Scored a school-leading 1,172 points. ..Grabbed
680 rebounds, also a school record...Averaged 23.7 points and 10 rebounds per game as a senior.. .Also
contributed 4.1 assists and 3.7 steals per game. ..Scored a career-high 36 points against Pendleton
Heights. ..Indianapolis Suburban Female Athlete of the Year.. .Indiana All-Star team...Hoosier Basketball
Magazine's 1993-94 Girls All-State Selection. ..Second-Team All-State. ..Three-time All-Conference, All-
County and All-Sectional...All-Metro First-Team and All-Regional twice. ..Indianapolis Star First
Team...All-Star two years...Two-time team MVP.. .Led New Pal to two sectionals... Received US Army
Reserve National Scholar/Athlete Award...Academic All-State...Valedictorian...Member of National
Honor Society.. .President of Student Council. ..S.A.D.D. Chapter President. ..Hoosier Girls State
Representative...Also participated in volleyball and tennis.
PERSONAL: Born in Kenosha, WI, on August 25, 1 976. ..Daughter ofMartha and Bruce Haynes...Has
one older brother.. .Majoring in Mathematics and Secondary Education. ..Enjoys reading and
biking.. .Favorite food is her mom's lasagna... Favorite television show is ER...As a pre-game routine,
Sarah likes to listen to music. ..High School Coach was Allen Cooper.
#30
Season Highs Career Highs
Points: 1 1 vs Illinois-Chicago same
Rebounds: 5 twice same






MILLER ON WEISS: "Sarah gives us depth at both the four and
five positions. She averaged 1 5 minutes per game and instantly helped
us with scoring and rebounding. I am hoping Sarah will be a big
contributor to the team this season."
NOTES: Very athletic. ..Versatile enough to play both the power
forward and center positions. ..Runs the floor well. ..Shoots the ball
consistently...Has a nice shooting touch. ..As a rookie, she played
meaningful minutes during key times.
1994-95: Saw action in all 30 games for a total of377 minutes. ..Shot
50.6% from the field. ..Scored 101 points and pulled down 90
rebounds...Also had 16 assists, 16 steals and four blocks on the













REB AVG PF/D AST TO BIK STL MIN
1994-95 30/0 43/85 .506 1/6 .167 14/29 .483 101 3.4 26 64 90 3.0 34/0 16 24 4 16 377
Totals 30/0 43/85 .506 1/6 .167 14/29 .483 101 3.4 26 64 90 3.0 34/0 16 24 4 16 377
Chicago...Had a season-high 10 points at Wisconsin-Milwaukee...Also went 5-6 from the floor against
the Panthers. ..Had a three-point basket at Cleveland State. ..Scored in double figures one time. ..Led the
team in rebounding in three games. ..Had a season-high eight rebounds at home versus Illinois-
Chicago...Also had a season-high three assists versus UlC.Was a perfect 6-6 from the line at Notre
Dame.
HIGH SCHOOL: Three-year starter...Scored 438 points and pulled down 295 rebounds as a senior..Also
had 80 steals and 27 assists at the center spot. ..Shot close to 60% from the floor.. .Had a career-high 33
points, after shooting 15-21 from the field...Scored in double digits in 21 of 30 games. ..Led team to a
26-4 overall record. ..Shattered the school's career-rebounding record with her 835 career boards. ..Also
accumulated 1,037 career points. ..Set school's single-season rebounding record as a junior with 305
rebounds. ..Set school record for single-game rebounds with 21 and school record for single-season blocks
with 70. ..Three-time North Suburban All-Conference and three-time Chicago Sun Times All-
Area. ..Chicago Sun Times All-State. ..Illinois Basketball Coaches Association Second-Team All-
State...Champaign News Gazette All-State Second Team. ..Chicago Tribune All-State Third Team. ..Pioneer
Press/Libertyville Review First Team. ..Daily Herald All-Area twice. ..All-Lake County Team. ..All-
Tournament Team at Hershey and Maine South. ..Also played volleyball and ran track.
PERSONAL: Born in Oak Park, IL, on July 14, 1976.. .Daughter of Lorelei and Paul Weiss.. .Has one
older sister and brother...Also has one younger brother.. .Elementary and Special Education major.. .Believes
the best player in the sport is Michael Jordan. ..Enjoys rollerblading... Favorite food is barbequed
ribs... Favorite color is red. ..High School Coach was Tom Murphy.
#34
Season Highs Career Highs
Points: 10 vs Wisconsin-Milwaukee same







MILLER ON WOLFE: "Katie was a terrific freshman. She
runs the fast break well and hits the open man. She can also
change the tempo of the game by harassing the opponents'
point guard."
NOTES: Shared the point guard responsibilities...Works hard
on defense. ..Can go to the basket and score or dish off.. .Not
hesitant to take the outside shot. ..Has decent three-point range.
1994-95: Saw action in 28 games as the back-up point
guard...Missed the last game of the regular season due to food













REB AVG PF/D AST TO BLK STL MIN
1994-95 28/0 26/77 .338 7/26 .269 30/39 .769 89 3.2 3 28 31 1.1 20/0 58 38 1 22 379
Totals 28/0 26/77 .338 7/26 .269 30/39 .769 89 3.2 3 28 31 1.1 20/0 58 38 1 22 379
out 58 assists...Also grabbed 31 rebounds. ..Stole the ball 22 times. ..Shot 76.9% from the
line. ..Had a season-high 14 points at Tampa...Also shot 5-9 from the floor, including 2-3 from
three-point range against the Spartans. ..Had season-highs of eight assists and four rebounds
versus Temple...Scored in double figures in two games...Had a season-high three steals twice. ..Was
perfect from the line on eight different occasions.
HIGH SCHOOL: Averaged 11.8 points per game as a senior.. .Four-time All-Catholic
selection...Two-time Northern Division MVP of Catholic League...All-Southeast Pennsylvania
Inquirer twice...Scored over 1,000 career points. ..Also played soccer and ran track.
PERSONAL: Born in Philadelphia, PA, on April 23, 1976.. .Daughter of Kathy and Bill
Wolfe. ..Has two older brothers. ..Major is undecided. ..Enjoys reading, biking, tennis and
music. .Favorite musical groups are 10,000 Maniacs and R.E.M...High School Coach was Tom
Lonergan.
#3
















MILLER ON JEWETT: "Carrie should contribute right away. She is a
tenacious, hard-nosed post player who has a nice shooting touch inside.
Carrie also rebounds the ball well."
NOTES: Will provide added depth to the power-forward position and may
possibly see some playing time at the center spot.. .Nice rebounder...Good
defender.
HIGH SCHOOL: Minneapolis Star Tribune Scholar Athlete of the
Year.. .Ms. Basketball Candidate. ..Three-time All-Conference. ..All-Metro
Honorable Mention three times. ..All-State Honorable Mention... 1995 Metro
Ail-Star...Athena Award Recipient. ..Captain. ..Team's Most Valuable
Player...Averaged 16 points and 11 rebounds in her senior year.. .Was
Centennial High School's leading scorer (boys or girls). ..Accumulated 1,172
career points and 968 career rebounds...Also lettered in volleyball and Softball
in high school and received numerous honors in those sports as well. ..Received
Academic All-State in both basketball and softball.. .Academic All-Conference
in basketball, softball and volleyball. ..National Merit Scholarship
Commended Student. ..Business Professionals of America National
Winner.. .Social Studies Student of the Year.
PERSONAL: Born in St. Paul, MN, on October 17, 1976.. .Daughter of
Bill and Man' Jewett...Has one older brother, Joe, and one younger sister,
Mollie... Plans to major in Mathematics. ..Wants to become an actuary...Enjoys
playing the piano... Carrie thinks the best thing about being an athlete is that
everything you learn, can be applied to all aspects of life...The greatest moment
in her life thus far was speaking at her high school graduation as the
Valedictorian. ..Favorite food is pasta. ..Favorite color is blue. ..High School





MILLER ON WLODARCZYK: "It has been a long time since La Salle has
had a player of Jacki's size. She is big, strong and fast and has excellent
hands. Jacki will be a major force in years to come."
NOTES: Will sit out the 1 995-96 season to concentrate on academics. ..Her
potential is unlimited.
HIGH SCHOOL: News Gleaner Catholic Player of the Year.. .Two-time
Northern Division All-Catholic First-Team selection. ..Two-time Northeast
Times All-Star...Most Valuable Player of the Prendergast Tournament.. .Labor
Classic All-Star...Averaged 1 1.9 points and 7.5 rebounds per game in her
final season. ..Also led the team with 54 steals and 13 blocks. ..Shot 54.9%
from the field and 63% from the foul line. ..As a senior, pulled down a season-
high 14 rebounds versus Ryan and had a season-high 22 points on three
different occasions ...Scored a career-high 28 points against Archbishop Ryan
as a junior.. .Also grabbed a career-high 18 rebounds versus Cardinal
Dougherty as a junior.. .Academically, earned second honors.
PERSONAL: Born in Philadelphia, PA, on May 30, 1977...Daughter of Ron and Cathy Wlodarc/\ k.l las one
older brother.. .Undecided about her major.. .Most memorable 1995 game was when her team beat Catholic League
rival Bishop McDevitt for the regular-season championship.. .Jacki believes that one of the biggest obstacles facing
her in college will be balancing schoolwork and playing a Division 1 sport. ..Favorite foods are pizza and




16TH ANNUAL LA SALLE INVITATIONAL
1995 TOURNAMENTSCHEDULE
DECEMBER 28-29, 1995 1994 ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM
Thursday, December 28th MVP Chrissie Donahue La Salle
6:00 p.m. La Salle vs UMBC Marnie McBreen La Salle
8:00 p.m. Kent vs Howard Marci Willis La Salle
Ina Nicosia Richmond
Friday, December 29th Julie Schmidt Boston University
6:00 p.m. Consolation Game
8:00 p.m. Championship Game
PAST CHAMPIONSHIP GAMES MOST VALUABLE PLAYERS
1980 Syracuse 75 La Salle 58 NONE
1981 Penn State 69 La Salle 43 Carol Walderman Penn State
1982 Northwestern 84 Penn State 75 Anucha Browne Northwestern
1983 Cheyney 81 Mississippi 76 Yolanda Laney Cheyney
1984 St. Joseph's 61 Iowa 60 Michelle Edwards Iowa
1985 St. Joseph's 68 La Salle 61 Debbie Black St. Joseph's
1986 James Madison 62 La Salle 52 Sydney Beasley James Madison
1987 La Salle 69 Oklahoma 63 Jennifer Synder La Salle
1988 La Salle 75 Loyola (Chi) 58 Tracey Sneed La Salle
1989 La Salle 83 Connecticut 72 (OT) Laura Lishness Connecticut
1990 St. Mary's (CA) 82 Santa Clara 66 Anja Bordt St. Mary's
1991 La Salle 75 Butler 71 Jennifer Cole La Salle
1992 La Salle 92 Nebraska 88 Jennifer Cole La Salle
1993 La Salle 69 Mt. St. Mary's 50 Mary Heller La Salle
1994 La Salle 73 Richmond 57 Chrissie Donahue La Salle
ALL-TIME TOURNAMENT TEAM RECORDS
TEAM (Appearances) W L TEAM (Appearances) W L TEAM (Appearances) W L
American 2 1 La Salle (15) 32 10 Rhode Island 2 1
Appalachian State 1 2 Lehigh (2) 2 4 Richmond 1 1
Ball State 2 1 Long Island 2 Robert Morris 1 2
Boston University (4) 5 6 Loyola-Chicago 2 1 Rutgers 2 1
Bucknell 2 1 Massachusetts 1 2 St. Francis (PA) 3
Canisius 2 1 Minnesota 1 2 St. Josephs (3) 7 1
Central Connecticut State 2 Mississippi 2 1 St. Mary's (CA) 3
Cheyney (2) 3 3 Monmouth (3) 3 5 St. Peter's 2 1
Colgate (2) 1 5 Morehead State 2 Santa Clara 2 1
Connecticut (4) 5 6 Morgan State (3) 1 7 Seton Hall 3
Duquesne 1 2 Mt. St. Mary's (2) 3 2 Siena 3
Fairfield 1 2 Nebraska 1 1 South Carolina State 1 2
Fairleigh Dickinson 1 2 New Hampshire (2) 2 4 Southwest Louisiana 1 2
Florida 2 1 New Orleans 2 1 Syracuse (2) 4 2
George Mason 2 1 Northeastern (5) 6 8 Towson State 1 1
George Washington 2 Northwestern 3 University ofDC (2) 1 3
Georgia State 3 Ohio University 1 2 Villanova (2) 3 3
Hartford 1 2 Oklahoma State 2 1 Western Kentucky 2 1
Hofstra 1 2 Penn State (2) 4 2 Wright State (2) 6
Iowa 2 1 Pittsburgh 2 1 Youngstown State (2) 1 5
James Madison (2) 4 1 Providence (2) 4 2









Nickname: Fightin' Blue Hens
Colors: RoyaJ Blue/Gold
Conference: North Atlantic
Home Court/Capacity: Carpenter Center/5,058
Head Coach: Joyce Perry









Fri., Dec. 1, 1995, 8:00 pm






Home Court/Capacity: Ewing Coliseum/8,000
Head Coach: James Smith








UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA RENO
Sat., Dec. 2, 1995, 6:00/8:00 pm






Home Court/Capacity: Thomas and Mack Center/18,500
Head Coach: Ada Gee









Sat., Dec. 2, 1995 6:00/8:00 pm
Possible Opponent at Nevada Reno Tournament






Head Coach: Greg Williams










Wed., Dec. 6, 1995,4:30 pm
at Alumni Recreation Center
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY






Conference: Metro Atlantic Athletic
Home Court/Capacity: Alumni Rec Center/4,000
Head Coach: Gina Castelli












Conference: Colonial Athletic Assoc.
Home Court/Capacity: Bender Arena/
Head Coach: JefFThatcher

















Head Coach: Julie Soriero
















Home Court/Capacity: duPont Pavilion/6,500
Head Coach: Harrv Peretta
Record at School/Years: 293-167/16
Overall Record/Years: same
1994-95 Record: 13-14
Conference Record/Finish: 7-1 1/T6th






UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND-BALTIMORE COUNTY
Thu., Dec. 28, 1995, 6:00 pm






Home Court/Capacity: UMBC Fieldhouse/4,500
Head Coach: Kathy Solano









Fri., Dec. 29, 1995, 6:00/8:00 pm






Home Court/Capacity: Memorial Center/6,034
Head Coach: Bob Lindsay









Fri., Dec. 29, 1995, 6:00/8:00 pm






Home Court/Capacity: Butr Gym/3,000
Head Coach: Sanya Tyler
















Home Court/Capacity: Physical Ed Center/2,300
Head Coach: Kevin Murphy











Mon., Jan. 8, 1996, 7:00 pm at Palumbo Center






Home Court/Capacity: Palumbo Center/6,200
Head Coach: Dan Durkm









UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND







Home Court/Capacity: Keaney Gym/4,000
Head Coach: Linda Ziemke






















Home Court/Capacity: Rose Hill/3,470
Head Coach: Kevin Morris
Record at School/Years: 40-19/Two
Overall Record/Years: same
1994-95 Record: 19-10
Conference Record/Finish: 1 l-3/2nd(Patriot)






Mon., Jan. 15, 1996, 7:00 pm at Hayman Hall







Head Coach: Mark Ehlen
Record at School/Years: 122-130/nine
Overall Record/Years: ....: same
1993-94 Record: 14-14
Conference Record/Finish: 7-9/8th (MCC)

















Home Court/Capacity: Curry Hicks Cage/4,058
Head Coach: Joanie O'Brien










Thu., Jan. 25, 1 996, 7:00 pm at Cassell Coliseum




Colors: Chicago Maroon/Burnt Orange
Conference: Atlantic 10
Home Court/Capacity: Cassell Coliseum/10,000
Head Coach: Carol Alfano
Record at School/Years: 257-224/17
Overall Record/Years: 271-230/18
1994-95 Record: 22-9
Conference Record/Finish: 10-2/lst (Metro)





Sat., Jan. 27, 1996, 8:00 pm at Dayton Arena






Home Court/Capacity: Dayton Arena/13,455
Head Coach: Clemette Haskins
Record at School/Years: 5-22/one
Overall Record/Years: same
1994-95 Record: 5-22
Conference Record/Finish: 3-9/7th (Great Midwest)





Sun., Feb. 4, 1996, 12:00 pm at Hayman Hall






Home Court/Capacity: Smith Center/5,000
Head Coach: Joe McKeown
Record at School/Years: 131-51 /six
Overall Record/Years: 199-73/nine
1994-95 Record: 26-6
Conference Record/Finish: 14-2/1 st















Home Court/Capacity: McGonigle Hall/3,900
Head Coach: Kristen Foley











Tue., Feb. 27, 1996, 7:00 pm
at Reilly Center





Home Court/Capacity: Reilly Center/6,000
Head Coach: Marti Whitmore

















Home Court/Capacity: Alumni Fieldhouse/3,200
Head Coach: Stephanie Gaitley
Record at School/Years: 77-38/four
Overall Record/Years: 193-101/10
1994-95 Record: 20-9
Conference Record/Finish: 1 l-5/T3rd











































ATLANTIC 10 /BIG FIVE
1 994-95 REVIEW
Six new conference schools, half of them opponents
La Salle had never faced. Not a senior on the squad.
Four starting sophomores, three from the same high
school. Did Head Coach John Miller know his team
was going to be as successful as they were? Yes.
"Because this group of girls was probably the best I
have worked with at La Salle." Miller's 1994-95 team
compiled a 20-10 overall record, captured two in-
season tournament titles, and were three points shy of
going to the NCAA's.
The Explorers opened the season in a Women's Big 5
doubleheader against Penn. As a warm-up to Big 5
competition, La Salle headed north to participate in
the Harvard Invitational where the Explorers defeated
both Fordham and the host team. In the title game,
four of La Salle's five starters scored in double figures.
When the Explorers returned to Philly, they finished
the Big 5 round-robin competition with a win over
Temple and losses to St. Joseph's and Villanova. Against
the Owls, everyone on the roster played and scored,
but it was Chrissie Donahue who led the way with 25
points in 25 minutes.
After Christmas, the Explorers hosted their 15th
Annual La Salle Invitational. La Salle claimed the
title for the fourth-consecutive year after defeating
Morgan State and Richmond. To kick off the new
year, La Salle migrated south to take on Tampa and
South Florida in which they split games. Against
Tampa, back-up point guard Katie Wolfe scored a
season-high 14 points. The remaining 17 regular-
season games were all against Midwestern Collegiate
Conference opponents, in which La Salle went 10-6
in conference play La Salle swept Wright State and
Cleveland State. In their first meeting with WSU,
Marci Willis notched a career-high 14 points. The
Explorers split games with Xavier, Detroit, and Notre
Dame. In fact in these particular games, the home
team always won. This year marked the first time
La Salle beat Xavier in the history of the series. In
addition, the Explorers were the only team to defeat
the Irish during the regular season. It was Donahue
and Lori Sparling who sparked the offense in that game
with 29 and 20 points respectively. The Explorers also
earned victories over Illinois-Chicago, Wisconsin-
Milwaukee and Loyola-Chicago, but suffered losses to
Butler, Wisconsin-Green Bay and Northern Illinois.
Against UIC, Donahue poured in a career-high 30
points. At Milwaukee, the team shot an NCAA single-
season record of 69.6%, while Sarah Weiss recorded a
season-high 10 points in the same game. At home
versus Loyola-Chicago, Mamie McBreen recorded a
personal-best 21 points, ofwhich 17 came in the first
half.
In the MCC Tournament at Northern Illinois, the
sixth-seeded Explorers defeated the third-seeded
Flames of UIC, as four of five La Salle starters
registered double figures in scoring. In the semi-
final game, La Salle downed Detroit. Sarah Haynes
nailed a three-point shot with 4: 1 8 to play to bring
the Explorers within three. Then exactly three
minutes later, Haynes hit another trey to tie the
game and eventually give La Salle the boost they
needed to win. Finally in the championship game,
the Explorers fought a hard battle, but lost, 80-77,
to Northern Illinois in overtime.
Individually, sophomore scoring sensation Chrissie
Donahue earned a majority of accolades. Donahue
led the team in almost every statistical category. She
scored 563 points, pulled down 249 rebounds, had
74 steals and eight blocks, as well as shooting 53.1%
from the field and 78.7% from the foul line. Point
guard Ann Gallagher handed out a team-leading 147
assists, including a career-high 12 assists at Harvard.
Lori Sparling was La Salle's outside-scoring threat, as
she averaged 12.1 points per game. Sparling's best
game this season came at Xavier, where she scored 17
first-half points enroute to her season-high 21 for the
game. Marnie McBreen not only led the team in three-
point percentage, but also was the team's second-
leading rebounder, along with Margit Rinke. Rinke
came on like gangbusters in the latter part ofthe season
and culminated her sophomore season with a career-
high 25 points in the MCC Championship game.
The Explorers also had several contributions from the
bench. Sarah Haynes, Sarah Weiss and Katie Wolfe
all had productive-rookie campaigns and all three
players should see a considerable increase in playing
time in 1995-96. Marci Willis was the starting center
until she incurred a knee injury 13 games into the
season. However, Willis did return to minimally play
in the last five games. Allyson Blue appeared in all 30
games, while Stephanie Coddens saw action in 22.
Coddens scored a career-high 1 1 points, all of which
came in the second period, at home against Loyola-
Chicago. Walk-ons Patrice McGovern and Tina Wahl
both got 10 minutes each in the Temple game, along
with making appearances in a couple of other games.
With everyone returning, John Miller anxiously awaits
the start of the 1995-96 season.
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1994-95 INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
/ TOTAL— V /—3PT 1 OFF DEF TOT
PLAYER G/GS FG/FGA FG% FG/FGA FG% FT/FTA FT% PTS AVG REB REB REB AVG PF/D AST TO BLK STl MIN
DONAHUE 30/30 198/373 .531 8/17 .471 159/202 .787 563 18.8 70 179 249 8.3 89/3 85 97 8 ^4 928
SPARLING 28/27 137/345 .397 30/91 .330 35/42 .833 339 12.1 44 69 113 4.0 76/2 46 58 4 34 761
R1NKE 30/17 115/222 .518 1/1 1.000 66/93 .710 297 9.9 54 89 143 4.8 86/2 24 57 3 17 662
McBREEN 30/30 104/237 .439 27/68 .397 44/67 .657 279 9.3 44 99 143 4.8 74/1 63 58 40 866
WILLIS 18/13 54/91 .593 0/0 .000 25/39 .641 133 7.4 18 38 56 3.1 32/0 7 24 7 15 358
GALLAGHER 30/30 51/163 .375 20/52 .385 37/56 .661 159 5.3 25 58 83 2.8 75/2 147 115 2 56 819
WEISS 30/0 43/85 .506 1/6 .167 14/29 .483 101 3.4 26 64 90 3.0 34/0 16 24 4 16 377
HAYNES 30/3 338/106 .359 12/42 .286 10/17 .588 98 3.3 12 37 49 1.6 38/1 20 24 1 18 385
WOLFE 28/0 26/77 .338 7/26 .269 0/39 .769 89 3.2 3 28 31 1.1 20/0 58 38 1 22 379
BLUE 30/0 30/75 .400 0/1 .000 21/30 .700 81 2.7 8 21 29 1.0 11/0 14 23 3 9 312
CODDENS 22/0 10/26 .385 0/2 .000 11/14 .786 31 1.4 9 12 21 1.0 16/0 2 8 1 6 119
WAHL 14/0 3/10 .300 0/1 .000 3/5 .600 9 .6 4 8 12 .9 4/0 2 5 1 31
McGOVERN 12/0 3/5 .600 0/0 .000 1/2 .500 7 6 1 1 2 2 1/0 1 28
Team Rebounds 117
LA SALLE 30/30 812/1788 .454 106/307 .345 456/635 .718 2186 72.9 318 703 1138 37.9 556/11 484 532 34 308
Team Rebounds 106
OPPONENTS 30/30 740/1754 .422 114/351 .325 416/594 .700 2010 67.0 310 679 1095 36.5 570/12 367 589 45 263
PLAYER
/ PER-GAME AVERAGES-
/ TOTAL / / 3PT /
FG FGA FG FGA FT FTA PTS REB AST TO BLK STL MIN
DONAHUE 6.6 12.4 .3 .6 5.3 6.7 18.8 8.3 2.X 3.2 3 2.5 30.9
SPARLING 4.9 12.3 1.1 3.3 1.3 1.5 12.1 4.0 1.6 2.1 1.2 27.2
RINKE 3.8 7.4 .0 .0 2.2 3.1 9.9 4.8 .8 1.9 .6 22.1
McBREEN 3.5 7.9 .9 2.3 1.5 2.2 9.3 4.8 2.1 1.9 1.3 28.9
WILLIS 3.0 5.1 .0 .0 1.4 2.2 7.4 3.1 .4 1.3 4 .8 19.9
GALLAGHER 1.7 4.5 .7 1.7 1.2 1.9 5.3 2.8 4.9 3.8 1.9 27.3
WEISS 1.4 2.8 .0 .2 .5 1.0 3.4 3.0 .5 .8 .5 12.6
HAYNES 1.3 3.5 .4 1.4 .3 .6 3.3 1.6 .7 .8 .6 12.8
WOLFE .9 2.8 .3 .9 .1 1.4 3.2 1.1 2.1 1.4 .8 13.5
BLUE 1.0 2.5 .0 .0 .7 1.0 2.7 1.0 .5 .8 .3 10.4
CODDENS .5 1.2 .0 .1 .5 .6 1.4 1.0 .1 .4 .3 5.4
WAHL .2 .7 .0 .1 2 .4 .6 .9 .1 .4 .1 2 2
McGOVERN .3 .4 .0 .0 .1 1 .6 2 .0 .1 .0 2.3
LA SALLE 27.1 59.6 3.5 10.2 15.2 21.2 72.9 37.9 16.1 17.7 1 1 10.3
OPPONENTS 24.7 58.5 3.8 11.7 13.9 19.8 67.0 36.5 12.2 19.6 1 5 8.8
A
1994-95 RESULTS
G# OPPONENT SCORE ATT LOC HI SCORER HI REBOUNDER OPP HI SCORER OPP HI REBOUNDER
1 % Pennsylvania 75-64 W 439 N Donahue 21 Donahue 8 Banks 19 Bowers/ Rezek 6
2 $ Fordham 58-50 W 200 N Sparling 13 Donahue 9 Fitzpatrick 15 Fitzpatrick 13
3 $ Harvard 86-79 W 279 A Donahue 27 McBreen 12 Feaster 27 Feaster 19
4 % Temple 90-54 W 234 N Donahue 25 Donahue 9 Harold 17 Williams 8
5 % St. Josephs 52-60 L 1162 A Donahue 21 Donahue 15 Compain 19 Facer 9
6 % Villanova 52-56 L 312 A Sparl/Willis 12 Donahue 12 Dillon 17 Rosenthal 13
7 # MORGAN STATE 84-64 W 648 H Donahue 23 Donahue 7 Warfield 13 Johnson/Warfield 6
8 # RICHMOND 73-57 W 856 H Dona/McBreen 17 Donahue 8 Jones/Nicosia 11 Nicosia 11
9 Tampa 70-51 W 102 A Donahue 21 Dona/Weis/Will 5 Ashley 12 Lindsey 7
10 South Florida 69-74 L 225 A Donahue 17 Donahue 12 Johnson 14 Johnson/Rozier 7
11 •WRIGHT STATE 69-56 W 514 H Sparling 17 McBreen 10 Meadlo 17 Clemmer/Alig 8
12 •XAVIER 83-69 W 452 H Donahue 22 Sparling 9 Siefring 18 Stuckenberg 6
13 * Detroit 72-88 L 412 A Rinke 17 Donahue/McBreen 5 Cyr 23 Cyr 16
14 * Notre Dame 65-87 L 1947 A Donahue 21 Donahue 12 Peirick 20 Bowen 9
15 * Butler 59-81 L 386 A Donahue 24 Donahue 7 Wills 13 Schultz 9
16 « ILLINOIS-CHICAGO 86-71 W 457 H Donahue 30 Weiss 8 Armstrong 38 Armstr/McCarthy 6
17 •CLEVELAND STATE 67-61 W 312 H Sparling 18 Rinke 10 Johnson 12 Williams 8
18 ' Wisconsin-Milwaukee 84-55 W 227 A Rinke 17 Weiss 7 Greger 20 Lowe 5
19 * Wisconsin-Green Bay 49-70 L 1225 A Donahue 16 Donahue/Rinke 7 Marshall 16 Beaber 7
20 ' NORTHERN ILLINOIS 70-84 L 234 H Donahue 29 Rinke 9 Stallworth 26 Lockett 15
21 ' LOYOLA-CHICAGO 90-56 W 186 H McBreen 21 McBreen 9 Veenker 10 Bruening/Winski 4
22 •DETROIT 74-61 W 433 H Donahue 19 Donahue 15 Hill 20 Cyr 12
23 •NOTRE DAME 84-68 W 1000 H Donahue 29 Donahue 9 Bowen 20 Bowen 11
24 * Wright State 80-74 w 300 A Dona/Sparl 20 Donahue 9 Alig/Meadlo 14 Clemmer 12
25 * Xavier 67-83 L 659 A Sparling 21 Sparling 10 Three players 15 Siefring 11
26 * Cleveland State 81-73 W 251 A Rinke 23 Donahue/Sparling 9 Williams 17 Toth 11
27 ! CLEVELAND STATE 79-62 w 437 H Donahue 25 Donahue 12 Boehnlein 13 Williams 5
28 ! Illinois-Chicago 81-67 w 946 N Donahue 21 Rinke/Sparling 7 McCarthy 20 McCarthy/Strange 7
29 ! Detroit 60-55 w 921 N Donahue 19 Donahue 11 Boyd/Hill 11 Cyr 10
30 ! Northern Illinois 77-80 OT L 1180 A Rinke 25 Donahue/Rinke 8 Lockett 21 Stallworth 10
% E ig 5 Contests $ Harvard Tournament # La Salle Invitational * MCC Contests ! MCC Tournament
SCORE BY PERIOD 1 2
La Salle 1086 1092
Opponents 945 1054
Overall Team Record: 20-10
MCC Record: 10-6
Philadelphia Big 5 Record: 2-2
MCC Tournament: 3-1
Harvard Tournament: 2-0
La Salle Invitational: 2-0







La Salle Invitational Champions
MCC Tournament Runner-Up
Set NCAA Single Game Record for best field goal percentage in the nation
69.6% (39-56) vs. Wisconsin-Milwaukee (2/2/95)
INDIVIDUAL
Allyson Blue
MCC Academic Honor Roll




MCC Player of the Week twice
Philadelphia Big 5 Player of the Year
Philadelphia Big 5 First Team
Philadelphia Big 5 Player of the Week four times
ECAC Honor Roll Selection six times
Harvard Invitational All-Tournament Team
La Salle Invitational Most Valuable Player
Ann Gallagher
MCC Academic Honor Roll
Harvard Invitational All-Tournament Team
Marnie McBreen
La Salle Invitational All-Tournament Team
Lori Sparling
MCC All-Tournament Team
Philadelphia Big 5 Second Team
ECAC Honor Roll
Marci Willis







































90, vs Loyola-Chicago (2/1 1/95)
90, vs Temple (12/7/94)
39, vs Wisconsin-Milwaukee (2/2/95)
69, vs Xavier (2/25/95)
69, vs Morgan State (12/28/94)
.696 (39-56), vs Wise-Milwaukee (2/2/95)
7, vs Detroit (1/19/95)
7, vs Morgan State (12/28/94)
22, vs Xavier (2/25/954)
.667 (6-8), vs Cleveland State (2/24/94)
30, vs Tampa (1/3/95)
38, vs Tampa (1/3/95)
.950 (20-22), vs Loyola-Chicago (2/1 1/95)
18, vs Morgan State (12/28/94)
39, vs Cleveland State (12/23/93)
55, vs Cleveland State (12/23/93)
29, vs Temple (12/7/94)
17, vs Wisconsin-Milwaukee (2/2/95)
4, vs Detroit (1/19/95)
26, vs Notre Dame (1/21/95)
OPPONENT HIGHS
88, Detroit (2/19/95)
35, Notre Dame (1/21/95)
67, Wright State (11/30/93)
.554 (36-62), Northern Illinois (2/9/95)
10, Xavier (2/25/95)
22, Cleveland State (12/23/93)
.750 (8-13), South Florida (1/4/95)
28, Wisconsin-Green Bay (2/4/95)
42, South Florida (1/4/95)
.944 (23-25), Illinois-Chicago (1/28/95)
16, Detroit (2/16/95)
32, Notre Dame (12/14/93)
44, Detroit (2/16/95)
23, Xavier (1/22/94)
14, Morgan State (12/28/94)
6, Villanova (12/22/94)





















30, Chrissie Donahue vs Illinois-Chicago
12, Chrissie Donahue vs Northern Illinois
18, Chrissie Donahue vs Northern Illinois
18, Lori Sparling three times
.846 (11-13), Chrissie Donahue vs Temple
3, several players
12, Lori Sparling vs Xavier
1.000 (3-3), Marnie McBreen vs South Florida
1.000 (3-3), Ann Gallagher vs Detroit
10, Chrissie Donahue vs Butler and Illinois-Chicago
13, Chrissie Donahue vs Harvard and Wright State
100% (10-10), Chrissie Donahue vs Butler
10, Chrissie Donahue vs St. Joseph's
14, Chrissie Donahue vs Detroit
15, Chrissie Donahue vs St. Joseph's
12, Ann Gallagher vs Harvard
6, Chrissie Donahue vs Notre Dame


















38, Penny Armstrong, Illinois-Chicago
13, Penny Armstrong, Illinois-Chicago
27, Penny Armstrong, Illinois-Chicago
.800 (12-15), Allison Feaster, Harvard
4, Autumn Rademacher, Detroit
4, Joanne McCarthy, Illinois-Chicago
8, three players
.667 (4-6), Joanne McCarthy, Illinois-Chicago
1 1 , Penny Armstrong, Illinois-Chicago
11, Penny Armstrong, Illinois-Chicago
1 1 , Sarah Meyer, Wisconsin-Green Bay
1.000 (11-11), Penny Armstrong, Illinois-Chicago
6, Allison Feaster, Harvard
13, Allison Feaster, Harvard
19, Allison Feaster, Harvard
7, several players
6, Amira Danforth, Detroit
6, Lori Johnson, Cleveland State




As the Atlantic 10 Conference celebrates its 20th anniversary
season, it does so with a reinvigorated membership which
stands poised to take the league to heights unmatched during
the previous 1 9 seasons.
There may not be another conference in NCAA annals to
undergo such a one-year facelift than the Atlantic 10 does
this season. Five schools enter their initial season of
competition in a league which will prosper with new and
renewed rivalries, extended geographic and fan bases, more
media exposure than ever, and a firm commitment to the
future of the Atlantic 10.
Dayton, Fordham, La Salle, VirginiaTech, and Xavier join a
nucleus of schools - Duquesne, George Washington,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, St. Bonaventure, St. Joseph's
and Temple - which have been the foundation of the Atlantic
10s metamorphosis from a second-tier conference into one
of the best in the nation.
"This is an exciting time in the Atlantic 10," says
Commissioner Linda Bruno, who in her one year with the
Conference orchestrated the new look. "We have added
programs which have traditionally been very dedicated to
maintaining excellence in the classroom and on the playing
field to a group which has demonstrated over time its
commitment to making the Atlantic 10 the best it can be.
The Atlantic 1 is now the strongest it has ever been and
will continue to grow stronger every day."
Whenever one looks ahead, it is important to remember one's
roots and the roots of the Atlantic 1 can be traced to March
2, 1975, when eight university representatives met in
Harrisburg, PA, to discuss the formation of a new collegiate
basketball association. A similar meeting was held on May
23 of that year with the final formation of the Eastern
Collegiate Basketball League announced on August 12, 1975.
The NCAA granted allied affiliation status upon the ECBL
on October 1 5 and granted the league an automatic berth
to the NCAA Tournament on June 1 7, 1 976.
The ECBL began operation at the start of the 1976-77 season
with Duquesne, George Washington, Massachusetts, Penn
State, Pittsburgh, Rutgers, Villanova, and West Virginia as
its charter members.
Several changes happened quickly in the ECBL, the first
coming in 1977-78 when the league changed its named to
the Eastern Athletic Association - better known as the Eastern
8 - to reflect its changing mission. That year the Eastern 8
became more than a basketball league as the men's sports of
baseball, cross country, golf, swimming, and tennis were
added to the championship schedule.
The next major change came in 1981 when the office of the
commissioner was instituted. Leland Byrd, who had served
as president and executive director of the league since its
inception, as well as athletic director of West Virginia, was
named the Conference's first commissioner and established
the commissioner's office in Pittsburgh. Byrd guided the
Eastern 8 through several membership changes as two schools
left (Pittsburgh and Villanova), four schools were added
(Rhode Island, St. Bonaventure, St. Joseph's, and Temple),
and one school left and returned (Penn State). After
membership stabilized, the Eastern 8 transformed into the
Atlantic 10 Conference with Byrd orchestrating the drive to
make the league more broad-based as the women's sports of
basketball, gymnastics, Softball, tennis, and volleyball were
added to the championship slate.
In May 1984, Byrd resigned as commissioner and was
replaced by Charlie Theokas, who remained at the Atlantic
10 for 15-and-a-half months and brought the league to
national consciousness with his "Think Atlantic 10"
campaign. On December 31, 1985, he resigned to accept
the athletic director's position at Temple and was replaced
by Ron Bertovich, who officially assumed the commissioner's
position in May 1 986 after serving as interim commissioner
following Theokas' departure. In six years as commissioner,
Bertovich expanded the Conference staff to better meet the
growing needs of the membership and established the
Atlantic 10 Television Network, which developed into a
major regional outlet. In addition, he oversaw further
membership changes as Xavier was added to the league while
Penn State Rutgers, and West Virginia left. Furthermore,
he continued the league's emphasis on broad-based programs
as the Atlantic 1 expanded its championship list to 1 8 sports
with the additions of women's cross country, field hockey,
men's and women's soccer, women's swimming & diving,
and men's and women's indoor track & field, as well as the
reinstitution of men's swimming &: diving.
On April 1 2, 1 994, Bertovich resigned his position to accept
the job of vice president and general manager of Empire
Sports Network in Buffalo. On June 14, 1994, Linda Bruno
was officially introduced as the Atlantic 10's fourth
commissioner. In her short tenure as commissioner, Bruno
has strengthened the Atlantic 10's membership with the
additions of Dayton, Fordham, La Salle, and VirginiaTech,
thus assuring the Conference's future. She has also relocated
the league office to Philadelphia, placing it in the center of
the Atlantic 10's geography. In addition, over the summer,
Bruno negotiated a six-year television deal with ESPN/
Creative Sports - the most lucrative and broad-based package




in league history - which will translate into the greatest
amount ofexposure ever for the men's and women's basketball
programs in the Atlantic 10.
Success in each of its 18 championship sports has been the
hallmark of the Atlantic 10 Conference and that was
reinforced this past year when 19 teams and ten individuals
earned berths to postseason competition. Among the fall
season highlights were Massachusetts and George
Washington advancing to the second rounds of the NCAA
women's soccer and volleyball championships, respectively,
while UMass also received a bid to the National Invitation
Volleyball Championship in only its second season since
reinstating the program.
The winter season was highlighted by five men's basketball
teams earning postseason bids, marking the fifth year in a
row the Atlantic 1 has sent at least five teams to post-season
play and increasing to 70 the number of men's basketball
teams which have received post-season berths since the league
was founded in 1976-77. Massachusetts carried the Atlantic
10 banner the furthest, reaching the final 8 for the first time
in the program's history. Temple also garnered an NCAA
berth, while St. Bonaventure (making its first postseason
appearance since 1983), George Washington and St. Joseph's
were accorded NIT bids. In addition, Xavier received an at-
large invitation to the NCAA Tournament while Virginia
Tech was crowned champion of the NIT. In women's
basketball, George Washington advanced to the Sweet 16 of
the NCAA Tournament for the first time ever with St. Joseph's
also earning an NCAA bid. Massachusetts was given a bid
to the NWIT - the first postseason bid ever for the
Minutewomen. Thirty-nine women's basketball teams have
advanced to the postseason since the Conference began
sponsoring the sport in 1982-93. Massachusetts also
advanced to the NCAA Women's Gymnastics Championship
by placing fourth in the northeast region, while George
Washington and Rhode Island also reached the regionals.
UMass junior J.J. Tolhurst also qualified individually for the
NCAA Women's Gymnastics Championship by winning the
all-around in regional competition, and George Washington's
Bambi Bowman participated in the 500-yard freestyle at the
NCAA Swimming Championship.
The spring season saw Massachusetts earn NCAA bids in
both baseball and Softball, with Temple earning a spot in the
NCAA Golf Championship. Individually, Rhode Island's
Dave Carlson and Andrew Young also qualified for the
NCAA GolfChampionship.
All told, 182 teams have represented the Atlantic 10
Conference in postseason play since the 1977-78 season.
In addition to the team honors, several individuals were
accorded honors as well, headed by Lou Roe ofMassachusetts
who was named to most everyone's second-team All-America
basketball squad. Duquesne's Korle Hiede was honored as
women's basketball's National Rookie of the Year by the
United States Basketball Writers Association. Massachusetts
had a pair of first-team Ail-Americans as Natalie Hart was
honored in field hockey and Heidi Cocher was cited in
women's soccer. Massachusetts' Danielle Borges was named
a field hockey second-team All-America, as was Temple's Tara
Silvestre. And Sveta Vryurina of George Washington was
awarded with second-team All-America volleyball status last
Atlantic 10 student-athletes excel in the classroom, as well.
One of only a handful of conferences to sponsor Academic
All-Conference teams in each of its championship sports ( 1 50
student-athletes were honored in 1994-95), the Atlantic 10
also cites a male and female Scholar-Athlete of the Year, and
awards a post-graduate scholarship to a male and female
student-athlete who expresses a desire to continue their
education. This past year, George Washington's all-time
leading women's basketball scorer and rebounder Darlene
Saar and three-time All-America distance runner Bob Donker
of West Virginia were honored as the Female and Male
Scholar-Athletes of the Year. Saar scored 1 ,809 points and
pulled down 1,139 rebounds over her career - a career which
saw her earn the 1992 Atlantic 10 Rookie of the Year award
and three first-team All-Conference citations, while
maintaining a 3.41 grade-point-average in biology/pre-
medicine. Donker, the only runner in Atlantic 10 history
to win three cross country titles, was also a three-time All-
America in cross country and the 5,000 meters - ranking
among the top 20 in the world in the latter event. In the
classroom, Donker also excelled, posting a 3.60 grade point
average as a physical education major. The post-graduate
scholarship winners were St. Bonaventure standouts Naveen
Singh (men's tennis) and Melissa Jurecki (women's
basketball).
The Atlantic 10 Conference celebrates its 20th anniversary
by awarding championships in 18 sports: baseball, men's
and women's basketball, men's and women's cross country,
field hockey, men's golf, women's gymnastics, men's and
women's indoor track & field, men's and women's soccer,
softball, men's and women's swimming & diving, men's and





1994-95 Final Women 7s Basketball Standings
A-10GAMES- — ALL GAMES-
w L Pet w L Pct Home Away Neutral
George Washington 14 2 .875 26 6 .813 14-1 8-3 4-2
Massachusetts 13 3 .813 19 11 .633 10-1 8-5 1-5
Rutgers 11 5 .688 17 13 .567 9-5 5-6 3-2
St. Josephs 11 5 .688 20 9 .690 11-4 7-5 2-0
Rhode Island 9 7 .563 16 11 .593 10-3 4-7 2-1
Duquesne 6 10 .375 10 16 .385 6-5 4-10 0-1
St. Bonaventure 4 12 .250 10 18 .357 5-7 3-10 2-1
West Virginia 4 12 .250 8 20 .286 3-8 2-8 3-4
Temple 16 .000 2 25 .074 2-11 0-11 0-3
A- 10 Championship - Alumni Memorial Fieldhouse, Philadelphia, PA March 8-11, 1995
Thursday March 9
West Virginia 62, Massachusetts 61
Rutgers 63, Duquesne 61
St. Joseph's 65, Rhode Island 62
George Washington 97, St. Bonaventure 86
Friday, March 10 Saturday, March 11
Rutgers 89, West Virginia 69 George Washington 82, Rutgers 59
George Wahington 71 , St. Josephs 64















Debbie Hemery, George Washington
Debbie Hemery, George Washington
Octavia Thomas, Massachusetts
Debbie Hemery, George Washington
Amy Facer, St. Joseph's
Dayna Smith, Rhode Island
Rebecca Bright, Rhode Island
Tasha King, Rhode Island
Korie Hlede, Duquesne
Tajama Abraham, George Washington
Debbie Hemery, George Washington
Dayna Smith, Rhode Island
Janell Williams, Rutgers
Rebecca Bright, Rhode Island





Talisha Hargis, West Virginia
Claudrena Harold, Temple
Korie Hlede, Duquesne
Christie Lambert, West Virginia
Korie Hlede, Duquesne
Korie Hlede, Duquesne
Christie Lambert, West Virginia
Alicia Sheeler, Rutgers
Maureen Costello, St. Joseph's
Talisha Hargis, West Virginia




1995 A-10 ALL-CONFERENCE TEAMS
FIRST TEAM
Melissa Gurile, Massachusetts
Debbie Hemery, George Washington
Korie Hlede, Duquesne
Darlene Saar, George Washington
Dayna Smith, Rhode Island
SECOND TEAM
Tajama Abraham, Goerge Washington
Rebecca Bright, Rhode Island





Suzie Dailer, St. Bonaventure
Amy Facer, St. Joseph's
Tasha King, Rhode Island
Janell Williams, Rutgers
ALL-ROOKIE TEAM
Maureen Costello, St. Joseph's
Talisha Hargis, West Virginia
Claudrena Harold, Temple
Korie Hlede, Duquesne
Christie Lambert, West Virginia
Alicia Sheeler, Rutgers
ALL-ACADEMIC TEAM
Marcie Byrd, Rhode Island
Liz Hanson, Rutgers
Nikki Jones, St. Joseph's
Melissa Jurecki, St. Bonaventure
Darlene Saar, George Washington
Martha Williams, George Washington
ALL-CHAMPIONSHIP TEAM
Amy Facer, St. Joseph's
Liz Hanson, Rutgers
Debbie Hemery, George Washinton (MVP)
Darlene Saar, George Washington
Janell Williams, Rutgers
Rookie of the Year: Korie Hlede, Duquesne
Player of the Year: Debbie Hemery, George Washington




Debbie Hemery, George Washington
Rebecca Bright, Rhode Island
Claudrena Harold, Temple
Christe Lambert, West Virginia
TOT 3PT
YR GP FGM FGM FTM PTS PPG
FR 26 257 34 80 628 24.2
SR 32 254 33 82 623 19.5
SR 27 194 6 107 501 18.6
FR 27 168 51 76 463 17.1





Darlene Saar, George Washington
Tasha King, Rhode Island
Korie Hlede, Duquesne
Octavia Thomas, Massachusetts
Rebecca Bright, Rhode Island
FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE LEADERS
(Minimum 5.0 FG made per game)
YR GP TOT RPG
SR 32 310 9.7
SO 27 231 8.6
FR 26 207 8.0
JR 30 233 7.8
SR 27 205 7.6
CL GP FGM FGA PCT
Octavia Thomas, Massachusetts JR 30 175 315 .556
Alicia Sheeler, Rutgers FR 30 171 330 .518
Tajama Abraham, George Washington SO 32 182 354 .514
Rebecca Bright, Rhode Island SR 27 194 395 .491
Korie Hlede, Duquesne FR 26 257 539 .477
FREE THROW PERCENTAGE LEADERS
(Minimum 2.5 FT made per game)
Kerry Giroux, Rhode Island
Megan Compain, St. Joseph's
Dayna Smith, Rhode Island
Liz Hanson, Rutgers
Marcie Byrd, Rhode Island
STEAL LEADERS
Korie Hlede, Duquesne
Talisha Hargis, West Virginia




Dayna Smith, Rhode Island
Korie Hlede, Duquesne
Liz Hanson, Rutgers
Suzie Dailer, St. Bonaventure
Colleen McCree, George Washington
YR GP FTM FTA PCT
JR 26 77 89 .865
so 29 77 89 .811
JR 27 69 87 .793
JR 30 118 149 .792
JR 27 87 110 .791
YR GP STL SPG
FR 26 107 4.1
FR 28 95 3.4
JR 27 90 3.3
SR 27 74 2.7
JR 30 69 2.3
YR GP AST APG
JR 27 239 8.9
FR 26 151 5.8
JR 30 167 5.6
SR 26 139 5.4
SO 32 150 4.7
48
ATLANTIC 10 COMPOSITE SCHEDULE
NOVEMBER WED 20 Dayton g Detroit
FRl Stanford g Massachusetts
Xavier g Northern Lights Tournament
St. Bonaventure g Auburn




Virginia Tech vs. Northern .Arizona/Illinois
George Washington g San Juan Shootout
SAT 25
Virginia Tech g Stetson
Fordham g St. Francis
James Madison g Temple
West Virginia g Duquesne
St. Bonaventure g LTOSW Texas State FRl 22 Rhode Island g Connecticut
SUN 26
St. Joseph's g Tennesse







George Washington g San Juan Shooout
Villanova g La Salle
Rhode Island vs. Washington
Rhode Island vs. Maine,' Santa Clan
MON 27 Fordham g lona
Temple vs. Central Florida
TUE 28
Boston Umversiry g Temple
Delaware £ La Salle
FRl 29
La Salle vs. Maryland-Baltimore County
Wnght Sute g Dayton
WED 29 Rhode Island g Providence
Syracuse g St. Bonavenrure
Temple g Marvland-Baltimore County
St Louis g Dayton
Pittsburgh g Duquesne
Virginia Tech ^ Radford
George Washington g Georgetown
Xavier g Illinois
St. Bonavenrure g Vdlanova Tournament
St. Josephs vs. Manhattan
THU 30
SAT 30
Temple g Central Honda Tournament
La Salle n. Kent Sate/Howard
George Washington vs. Boston College
Massachusetts vs. Honda
Virginia Tech vs. Hampton
Xavier g Duquesne
Marist g Fordham
St Bonaventure g Vdlanova Tournament
DECLMBtK
St. Josephs vs. Fairfield/Mississippi
FRl 1 Massachusetts g Mississippi Yallev State
La Salle vs. NW La. St
Temple g Central Horida Tournament
Massachusetts vs. George Washington/Boston
SAT 2 Miami OH) g Davton
Fordham g UMBOFordham. UMES
Rhode Island vs. Davidson
College
George Washington vs. Horida/Massachusetts
Virginia Tech vs. Campbell/Lafayette
St. Josephs vs. Iowa SUN 31 Vermont g Rhode Island
Massachusetts vs. St Johns/Louisiana Tech
La Salle vs. Nevada/Colorado St.
Duquesne g Bowling Green
JANUARY
George Washington vs. Hoh' Cross
Fordham vs. L'BMC Fordham/UMES
TUE J Dayton g Arkansas
SUN 3
St. Joseph s g Manhattan
Rhode Island vs. Pittsburgh/Robert Moms
St. Josephs vs. Kansas/Northern Iowa
WED 3
Western Kentucky g Duquesne
Virginia Tech g Fordham
George Washington vs. Florida .Atlantic
St. Bonavenrure g Rhode Island
MON 4 Dayton g Morehead State Brown g Temple
TUE 5 St. Bonavenrure g Canisius
DraelgLa Salle
Xavier g Miami (OH)
THU 4 Massachusetts g St Joseph's
WED 6 Pennsylvania g St. Joseph s
La Salle g Siena
George Washington g Xavier
SAT 6 George Washington g Dayton




Fordham g Manhattan Rhode Island g
Brown
Brown g Massachusetts Lafayette g St. Josephs
FR] 8 George Washington vs. St. Francis (PA)
Xavier g Central Michigan
Rhode Island g Manhattan
SUN 7 Massachusetts g Temple
Richmond g Virginia Tech
SAT 9
MON 8 La Salle g Duquesne
St. Bonavenrure vs. Richmond
Holy Cross g Fordham
Temple g Lafayette
Duquesne vs. Harvard
TUE 9 Massachusetts g Dartmouth
Tulane g George Washington
George Washington vs. Colorado St/Louisville
La Salle vs. Pennsylvania
WED 10 St. Josephs g Davton
La Salle g Rhode Island
St. Joseph's g Villanova
Virginia Commonwealth g Virginu Tech
Temple g St. Bonaventure
Cincinnati g Xavier
SUN 10 ST. Bonavenrure vs. Bucknell/Princeton
Duquesne vs. Loyola(MD)/Connecricut
THU 11 Duquesne g Fordham
Virginia Tech g James Madison
SUN 10 Wichiu Sate g Xavier SAT 13 Dayton g Temple
TUE 12 Columbia £ Fordham
Niagara g St. Bonaventure
Fordham g La Salle
Massachusetts g Rhode Island
WED 13 Massachusetts g St. Peter's
Rhode Island g Harvard
Xavier g St. Joseph's
George Washington g Virginia Tech
Villanova g Temple
Duquesne g Cleveland
SUN 14 St. Bonaventure g Duquesne
MON 15 Davton g Rhode Island
La Salle g American
St. Joseph's g Temple
FRl 15 Dayton vs. Georgia Sate
Xavier g La Salle
SAT 16 Dayton vs. MTSU/Georgia State
lona g George Washington
St. Peter's g Fordham TUE 16 Siena g St. Bonaventure





MON li George Washington vs. Southern Methodist
Xavier vs. Tulane
THU > Fordham g Dayton
Virginia Tech g Massachusetts
TUE 19 George Washington g San Juan Shootout
St. Joseph's g Delaware
Virginia Tech vs. Florida
Rhode Island g Temple
St. Joseph's g George Washington
SAT 20 Fordham g George Washington
Xavier vs. Marisi/South Carolina
Massachusetts g La Salle
SUN 21 Davton g St. Bonaventure
Rhode Island g St Joseph's
WED 24 Dayton g Duquesne
Rhode Island g Fordham
St Bonaventure e
George Washington g Temple
THU 25 St. Josephs g Massachusetts
La Salle g Virginia Tech
SAT 27 La Salle g Dayton
Temple g Fordham
St Bonaventure g Massachusetts
SUN 28 St Joseph's g Rhode bland
Xavier g Virginia Tech
Duquesne g George Washington
TUE 30 Temple g Pennsylvania
WED 31 Rhode Island g Duquesne
Indiana Sate g Xavier
FEBRUARYI
THU 1 Massachusetts g George Washington
St Bonaventure g St. Joseph's
Virginia Tech g La Salle
SAT 3 Dayton g Xavier
Fordham g Massachusetts
St. Bonaventure g Temple
Virginia Tech g St. Joseph's
SUN 4 George Washington g La Salle
Ohio Sute g Duquesne
MON 5 Fordham g Rhode Island
TUE 6 La Salle g Temple
WED Dayton g George Washington
St. Joseph s g St Bonaventure
Duquesne g Virginia Tech
THU 8 Temple g Massachusetts
Rhose Island g Xavier
SAT 10 St. Bonavenrure g Fordham
Xavier g Massachusetts
Rhode Island g Virginia Tech
La Salle g George Washington
SUN 11 Duquesne g Davton
MON 12 St Joseph's g La Salle
Temple g Virginia Tech
TUE 13 Cincinnati g Dayton
WED 14 Xavier g Fordham
Duquesne g Massachusetts
THU 15 Virginia Tech g Dayton
George Washington g St. Bonaventure
SAT 17 Davton g La Salle
Rhode Island g St. Bonaventure
Temple g St Josephs
George Washington g Duquesne
Virginia Tech g Xaviet
SUN 18 Massachusetts g Fordham
MON 19 Temple g Rhode Island
WED 21 Massachusens g Davton
Xavier g George Washington
THU 22 Fordham g St Joseph's
St. Bonaventure g Virginia Tech
Duquesne g La Salle
SAT 24 Dayton g Virginia Tech
Fordham g Temple
Massachusetts g St Bonavenrure
Duquesne g St. Joseph's
La Salle g Xavier
SUN 25 George Washington g Rhode Island
TUE 27 Xavier g Davton
St. Josephs g Fordham
Rhode Island g Massachusetts
La Salle g St Bonaventure
Temple g Duquesne
Virginia Tech g George Washington
MARCH
FRl 1 A-10 Opening Round
SAT : A- 10 Quarterfinals
SUN 3 .V 10 Semifinals
MON , A- 10 Championship Final
Temple g Xavier




1994-95 Final Women's Basketball Standings
MCC GAMES ALL GAMES
w L P(t w L Pet Home Away Neutral
Notre Dame# 15 1 .938 20 11 .645 9-2 9-4 2-5
Butler 13 3 .813 21 6 .778 10-1 9-4 2-1
Illinois-Chicago 11 5 .688 15 12 .556 9-2 5-8 1-2
Wise-Green Bay 10 6 .625 19 9 .679 11-2 5-6 3-1
La Salle 10 6 .625 20 10 .667 10-1 5-8 5-1
Northern Illinois* 10 6 .625 17 14 .548 10-5 6-7 1-2
Detroit 8 8 .500 18 14 .563 7-5 8-5 3-4
Xavier 7 9 .438 14 14 .500 9-4 3-8 2-2
Wright State 5 11 .313 11 16 .407 6-7 4-9 1-0
Cleveland State 3 13 .187 6 21 .222 4-8 2-13 0-0
Loyola-Chicago 3 13 .187 4 23 .148 4-7 0-12 0-4
Wise-Milwaukee 1 15 .063 2 25 .074 2-8 0-16 0-1
* MCC Tournament Champion # Regular Season Champion
MCC Championship - Chick Evans Fieldhouse, DeKalb, IL March 9-1 1, 1995
Thursday, March 9 Friday, March 10 Saturday, March 11
Detroit 64, Butler 56
La Salle 81, Illinois-Chicago 67
Notre Dame 83, Xavier 52
Northern Illinois 68, Wisconsin-Green Bay 64
La Salle 60, Detroit 55
Northern Illinois 87, Notre Dame 64
Northern Illinois 80, La Salle 77 (ot)
1994-95 MCC PLAYERS-0F-THE WEEK
Nov. 28 Leslie Pottinger, Northern Illinois
Dec. 4 Chrissie Donahue, La Salle
Dec. 1 1 Timothea Clemmer, Wright State
Dec. 18 Megan Williams, Cleveland State
Dec. 25 Leslie Pottinger, Northern Illinois
Jan. 3 Faith Cyr, Detroit
Jan. 8 Sarah Meyer, Wisconsin-Green Bay
Jan. 15 Katryna Gaither, Notre Dame
Jan. 22 Lynn Bihn, Xavier
Jan. 29 Penny Armstrong, Illinois-Chicago
Feb. 5 Penny Armstrong, Illinois-Chicago
Feb. 12 Leslie Pottinger, Northern Illinois
Feb. 19 Chrissie Donahue, La Salle
Feb. 26 Katryna Gaither, Notre Dame
1995 MCC ALL-CONFERENCE TEAMS
FIRST TEAM SECOND TEAM
Penny Armstrong, Illinois-Chicago
Katryna Gaither, Notre Dame
Beth Morgan, Notre Dame





Chrissie Donahue, La Salle
Angela Lockett, Northern Illinois
Sarah Meyer, Wisconsin-Green Bay
ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM
Timothea Clemmer, Wright State
Shafarrah Hill, Detroit
Mollie Peirick, Notre Dame
Liz Reiman, Wisconsin-Green Bay
Kelly Robbins, Northern Illinois
Chrissie Donahue, La Salle
Angela Lockett, Northern Illinois (MVP)
Leslie Pottinger, Northern Illinois
Lori Sparling, La Salle
Charmonique Stallworth, Northern Illinois
Freshman of the Year:
Newcomer of the Year:
Player of the Year:
Coach of the Year:
Shafarrah Hill, Detroit





1 994-95 CONFERENCE STATISTICS
SCORING LEADERS
Penny Armstrong, Illinois-Chicago
Katryna Gaither, Notre Dame
Chrissie Donahue, La Salle
Beth Morgan, Notre Dame





Letitia Bowen, Notre Dame
Chrissie Donahue, La Salle
FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE LEADERS
(Minimum 5.0 FG made per game)
Katryna Gaither, Notre Dame
Liesl Schultz, Butler
Chrissie Donahue, La Salle
Faith Cyr, Detroit
Charmonique Stallworth, Northern II
FREE THROW PERCENTAGE LEADERS
(Minimum 2.5 FT made per game)
Leslie Pottinger, Northern Illinois
Sarah Meyer, Wisconsin-Green Bay
Letitia Bowen, Notre Dame
Beth Morgan, Notre Dame
Liesl Schultz, Butler
Katy Winski, Loyola-Chicago
Chrissie Donahue, La Salle
STEAL LEADERS
Lori Johnson, Cleveland State
Kary Winksi, Loyola-Chicago
Leslie Pottinger, Northern Illinois
Amira Danforth, Detroit
Penny Armstrong, Illinois-Chicago
Lori Collins, Wright State
Jenny Greger, Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Chrissie Donahue, La Salle
Charmonique Stallworth, Northern II
ASSIST LEADERS
Lori Johnson, Cleveland State
Nicole Like, Xavier
Katy Winski, Loyola-Chicago
Ann Gallagher, La Salle
Jenny Greger, Wisconsin-Milwaukee
TOT 3PT
YR GP FGM FGM FTM PTS PPG
SR 27 198 28 175 599 22.2
SO 31 252 86 590 19.0
SO 30 198 8 159 563 18.8
so 27 176 53 77 482 17.9
SR 31 203 42 102 550 17.7
YR GP TOT RPG
SR 28 279 10.0
JR 30 277 9.2
SR 27 239 8.9
SR 31 259 8.4
so 30 249 8.3
YR GP FGM FGA PCT
SO 31 252 406 .621
SR 27 165 277 .596
so 30 198 373 .531
JR 30 177 349 .507
JR 31 184 366 .503
YR GP FTM FTA PCT
SR 31 102 122 .836
SR 28 89 108 .824
SR 31 108 134 .806
SO 27 77 96 .802
SR 27 92 115 .800
JR 27 75 94 .798
SO 30 159 202 .787
YR GP STL SPG
SR 27 99 3.7
JR 27 93 3.4
SR 31 98 3.2
SR 24 75 3.1
SR 27 81 3.0
SR 27 72 2.7
SO 27 66 2.4
SO 30 72 2.4
JR 31 74 2.4
YR GP AST APG
SR 27 161 6.0
SR 28 142 5.1
JR 27 136 5.0
SO 30 147 4.9






St. Joseph's 4-0 20-9
Villanova 3-1 19-9









Claudrena Harold, Temple 4
Chrissie Donahue, La Salle
Harry Perretta, Villanova
BIG 5 HIGHLIGHTS
Most Points in a Game:
Chrissie Donahue, La Salle vs Temple
Most Rebounds in a Game:
Chrissie Donahue, La Salle vs St. Josephs
Most Assists in a Game:
Wendi Goods, Temple vs St. Joseph's
Most Steals in a Game:
Chrissie Donahue, La Salle vs Penn
Most Blocked Shots in a Game:
Pricilla Rosenthal, Villanova vs Penn
1994-95 ALL-BIG 5 TEAMS
FIRST TEAM CL P0S HOMETOWN/HIGH SCHOOL
Megan Compain, St. Joseph's
Denise Dillon, Villanova










Wanganui, New Zealand/Middle Twp. (NJ)
Broomall, PA/Cardinal O'Hara
Broomall, PA/Cardinal O'Hara
Oak Park, IL/St. Ignatius
Havertown, PA/Archbishop Prendergast
HOMETOWN/HIGH SCHOOL
Amy Facer, St. Joseph's SO G
Sue Glenning, Villanova JR G
Claudrena Harold, Temple FR G
Lori Sparling, La Salle JR G
Kristen Sullivan, St. Joseph's JR G







Allyson Blue, La Salle JR 3.71
Shelly Bowers, Penn SR 3.27
Jennifer Maga, Villanova SR 3.03
Tonya Wenger, St. Joseph's SR 3.76
Micket Wetzel, Temple JR 3.0
Barnesville, PA/Mahanoy Area
Allentown, PA/Salisbury
North Royalton, OH/North Royalton
Akron, OH/Ephrata
Hatfield, PA/North Penn





PLAYER OF THE YEAR
1992 Jennifer Cole
1995 Chrissie Donahue






BIG 5 ALL-TIME RECORDS 1994-95 BIG 5 SCORES
YR REC YR REC Dec. 1 La Salle 75 Penn 64
1980 1-3 1988 3-1 St. Joseph's 48 Villanova 47
1981 2-2 1989 4-0
1982 2-2 1990 2-2 Dec. 7 La Salle 90 Temple 54
1983 0-4 1991 2-2 St. Joseph's 78 Penn 46
1984 1-3 1992 3-1
1985 2-2 1993 1-3 Dec. 10 St. Joseph's 60 La Salle 52
1986 1-3 1994 3-1
1987 3-1 1995 2-2 Dec. 13 Villanova 61 Temple 47
Overall Record: 32-32 Dec. 22 Villanova 56 La Salle 52
Jan. 1 Villanova 64 Penn 3
Jan. 18 Penn 65 Temple 29
Feb. 2 St. Joseph's 49 Temple 41
1994-95 PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
December 5
Chrissie Donahue, La Salle
December 12




Chrissie Donahue, La Salle
January 9






Chrissie Donahue, La Salle
February 6
MicheleThorton, Villanova








A special thanks to our 1994-95 La Salle Women's

















Mr. and Mrs. Heller
Mr. and Mrs. Donahue
Patti Dugan Donaghue

























































To become a member of the 1995-96 La Salle Women's Basketball Booster Club please contact the
Women's Basketball office at (215) 951-1555 or 951-1525. Also, Booster Club information is available
at all women's home basketball games.
La Salle Women's Basketball Camp:
Both overnight and day camps available
* June 16-20, 1996








Most Points, One Half: 64, vs Iona, 1988 and
vs Loyola (MD), 1990
Most Points, Game: 113,vsIona, 113-73, 1988
Most Points, Two Teams: 194, vs Marquette, 106-88,
1991
Most Points, Opponents: 116, vs Temple, 116-66,
1984
Fewest Points: 27, vs St. Joseph's, 27-95,
1975
Fewest Points, Two Teams: 42, vs Phila. Bible, 31-11,
1973
Fewest Points, Opponent: 11, vs Phila. Bible, 31-11,
1973
Widest Margin ofVictory: 81, vs Holy Family, 98-17,
1978
Widest Margin of Defeat: 69, vs Villanova, 33-102,
1975
Widest Scoring Margin, Season: +12.9, 30 games, 1 988-
89
Most Points, Season: 2301, 31 games, 1988-89
Most Points, Opponents: 2237, 29 games, 1983-84
Field Goals Made
Game: 45, vs. Georgetown, 1980
Season: 936, 33 games, 1991-92
Field Goals Attempted
Game: 90, vs. Valparaiso, 1992
Season: 2420, 25 games, 1977-78
Field Goal Percentage
Game: 69.6% (36-56), vs Wisconsin-Milwaukee,
1995
Season: 48.2% (892-1849), 30 games, 1985-86
Three-Points Made
Game: 7, vs. Loyola, 1992
7, vs. Detroit, 1995
Season: 1 06, 30 games, 1 994-95
Three-Points Attempted
Game: 22, vs. Xavier, 1995
Season: 307, 30 games, 1994-95
Three-Point Percentage
Game: 1 00% (3-3) vs. Richmond/Fairfield, 1987-
100% (3-3) vs. Loyola, 1991
Season: 56.6% (47-84), 30 games, 1 987-88
Free Throws Made
Game: 43, vs. St. Peter's, 1985
Season: 545, 33 games, 1991-92
Free Throws Attempted
Game: 55, vs. St. Peter's 1985
Season: 739, 33 games, 1991-92
Free Throw Percentage
Game: 95.6% (22-23), vs. Manhattan, 1985
vs. Holy Cross, 1988
Season: 79.8% ** (479-600), 30 games, 1987-88
Rebounds
Game: 58, vs. St. Mary's, 1989
Season: 1448, 28 games, 1979-80
Assists
Game: 33, vs. Iona, 1988
Season: 650, 33 games, 1 99 1 -92
Blocked Shots
Game: 16, vs. Holy Cross, 1986
Season: 1 19, 30 games, 1985-86
Steals
Game: 22, vs. Loyola-Chicago, 1993
Season: 328, 31 games, 1988-89









1994-95 20 10 Ally Blue, Lori Sparling,
Marci Willis
Chrissie Donahue 563 Chrissie Donahue 249
1993-94 19 9 Lisa Auman, Mary Heller Mary Heller 423 Mary Heller 216
1992-93 16 11 Jennifer Cole, Jennifer McGowan
Dolores Seiberlich, Tina Tunink
Jennifer Cole 536 Mary Heller 234
1991-92 25 8 Mimi Harris, Laura Reigstad
Jennifer McGowan
Jennifer Cole 685 Mary Heller 238
1990-91 16 12 Denise Kayajian, Mary Greybush Mary Greybush 506 Mary Greybush 241
1989-90 15 14 Anita Plakans, Maureen Buckley
Gail Beatty
Mary Greybush 483 Mary Greybush 227
1988-89 28 3 Kelly Greenberg, Tracey Sneed Tracey Sneed 564 Tracey Sneed 243
1987-88 25 5 Cheryl Reeve, Suzy Springman Tracey Sneed 501 Tracey Sneed 227
1986-87 21 7 Allison Hudson, Kelly Briar Allison Hudson 385 Allison Hudson 191
1985-86 21 9 Jill Crandley, Linda Hester
Suzi McCaffrey
Linda Hester 564 Allison Hudson 227
1984-85 22 8 GinaTobin Linda Hester 579 Suzi McCaffrey 243
1983-84 11 18 Kate Larkin, Julie Reidenauer Jill Crandley 380 Suzi McCaffrey 194
1982-83 16 13 Kathy McCartney, Ann Ermi Julie Reidenauer 319 Julie Reidenauer 225
1981-82 17 12 Patty Dugan Kathy Bess 423 Kathy Bess 246
1980-81 17 11 Maureen Kramer Maureen Kramer 496 Maureen Kramer 268
1979-80 17 11 Claire McArdle,Cindy Romanelli Ellen Malone 375 Kathy Bess 304
1978-79 14 12 Vicki Oleski.CIaire McArdle Maureen Kramer 369 Kathy Bess 359
1977-78 14 11 Maria Gross Cindy Romanelli 336 Cindy Romanelli 255
1976-77 15 10 Nora Kramer, Joanne Predergast
Debbi Bodnar
Joanne Prendergast 359 Kathy McGovern 121
1975-76 13 5 Joanne Prendergast 310
1974-75 5 7 Anne Marie Shervin Anne Marie Shervin
1973-74 7 6 Annette Halpin, Marianne Dooley Annette Halpin
1972-73 11 4 Cindy Vislocky Annette Halpin 204
1000 POINT PLATEAU
NAME YEARS FGM-FGA FTM-FTA POINTS
Jennifer Cole 1989-93 656-1577 398-456 1,875
Maureen Kramer 1977-81 584-1498 334-567 1,502
Linda Hester 1982-86 629-1416 232-317 1,490
Tracey Sneed 1985-89 533-1015 420-515 1 ,486
Jill Crandley 1982-86 625-1240 201-255 1,451
Kathy Bess 1978-82 565-1185 296-434 1,426
Mary Greybush 1987-91 544-1065 316-422 1,404
Ellen Malone 1978-82 503-1315 274-403 1,280
Allison Hudson 1983-87 434-978 270-410 1,138
Mary Heller 1990-94 406-826 286-404 1 ,098
Jenny McGowan 1988-93 399-938 246-360 1,047




Opponent W L First Last Last La Salle Last Opponent
Met Met Victory Victory
Adelphi 1 1977 1977 1977(58-72)
Alabama-Birmingham 1 1992 1992 1992(71-76)
American 5 2 1980 1994 1994 (81-52) 1982 (63-72)
Arkansas State 1 1987 1987 1987(90-71)
Ball State 1 1985 1985 1985(66-53)
Beaver 3 1973 1975 1975(51-27)
Bloomsburg 4 1977 1980 1980(97-70)
Boise State 1 1992 1992 1992 (65-82)
Boston University 1 1 1984 1994 1994(69-50) 1984 (56-67)
Bowie State 1 1979 1979 1979(62-81)
Brown 1 1989 1989 1989(87-62)
Bucknell 2 1982 1983 1983 (75-69)
Butler 5 2 1991 1995 1994(83-70) 1995(59-81)
Cabrini 3 1 1973 1976 1976(82-64) 1975 (43-48)
California-Irvine 1 1992 1992 1992 (68-66)
Cal State-Fullerton 1 1990 1990 1990(55-75)
Canisius 5 1 1989 1992 1992 (79-56) 1990(55-75)
Catholic 2 1979 1980 1980 (60-49)
Central Connecticut 1 1992 1992 1992 (96-63)
Chestnut Hill 4 1 1973 1977 1977 (76-23) 1975 (46-55)
Cheyney 10 1974 1984 1984 (64-87)
Chicago State 1 1993 1993 1993 (76-58)
Cleveland State 4 1985 1995 1995 (79-62)
Colgate 1 1991 1991 1991 (92-44)
Colorado State First Meeting
Columbia 1 1991 1991 1991 (68-35)
Concordia 1 1985 1985 1985 (79-65)
Connecticut 4 1985 1989 1989(83-72)
Dartmouth 1 1983 1983 1983 (63-65)
Davis & Elkins 1 1980 1980 1980(80-68)
Dayton 1 1 1993 1993 1993 (100-67) 1993 (65-81)
Delaware 11 2 1979 1994 1994(69-64, OT) 1981 (79-86)
Detroit Mercy 6 2 1991 1995 1995 (60-55) 1995 (72-88)
District of Columbia 1 1 1981 1990 1990(63-45) 1981 (57-80)
Drexel 7 2 1974 1993 1993 (80-75) 1983 (65-71)
Duke 1 1981 1981 1981 (93-74)
Duquesne 4 1983 1993 1993 (96-60)
East Carolina 1 1987 1987 1987 (79-72)
Eastern College 2 1975 1976 1976(83-15)
Evansville 3 2 1993 1994 1994 (90-73) 1993 (68-71)
Edinboro 3 2 1977 1981 1981 (78-68) 1979 (62-79)
Fairfield 12 10 1984 1992 1992 (75-65) 1991 (68-82)
Fairleigh Dickinson 3 1985 1988 1988 (80-53)
Fordham 16 1 1984 1994 1994 (58-50) 1990 (65-73)
Franklin & Marshall 1 1977 1977 1977(90-51)
Georgetown 3 2 1979 1983 1982 (72-63) 1983 (55-76)
George Mason 1 1994 1994 1994(77-65)
George Washington 1 1 1982 1985 1982 (59-55) 1985 (55-57)
Georgia Southern 1 1 1988 1994 1988 (64-60) 1994(71-83)
Glassboro State 2 1 1978 1980 1980(75-56) 1978 (80-83)
Gwynedd Mercy 5 1973 1977 1977(99-44)
Harcum 1 1973 1973 1973 (45-23)
Hartford 1 1990 1990 1990(66-60)
Harvard 1 1994 1994 1994(86-79)
58
ALL-TIME OPPONENTS
Opponent W L First Last Last La Salle Last Opponent
Met Met Victorv Victorv
Horstra 3 1 1981 1989 1989(81-52) 1982 (56-58)
Holy Cross 6 11 1984 1990 1989(81-80) 1990 (60-68)
Holy Family 2 1973 1978 1978 (98-17)
Houston 1 1988 1988 1988 (75-83)
Howard 2 1 1981 1983 1983 (73-52) 1982 (63-78)
Illinois-Chicago 2 1995 1995 1995(81-67)
Immaculata 3 2 1977 1981 1981 (62-60) 1978 (60-93)
Iona 19 2 1976 1992 1992 (79-68) 1987(72-81)
Iowa 1 1985 1985 1985(51-70)
James Madison 1 2 1978 1990 1978(62-60) 1990(56-65)
Kean 4 1977 1980 1980(66-71)
Kent State First Meeting
Kutztown 2 1979 1980 1980(66-33)
Lafayette 6 1978 1983 1983 (82-48)
Lehigh 8 1 1977 1989 1989 (90-58) 1983 (77-79)
Lincoln 1 1978 1978 1978(98-38)
Long Island University 2 1981 1982 1982(83-70)
Louisiana State 1 1984 1984 1984(61-94)
Loyola (MD) 7 1 1978 1992 1992 (106-67) 1980(73-79)
Loyola (IL) 5 1 1989 1995 1995 (90-56) 1994 (66-80)
Manhattan 17 7 1981 1992 1992(67-55) 1991 (63-70)
Manhattanville 1 1977 1977 1977(74-48)
Manor 1 1974 1974 1974 (39-52)
Marquette 1 1991 1991 1991 (106-88)
Maryland 1 2 1978 1980 1978(94-53) 1980(54-115)
Maryland (BC) First Meeting
Massachusetts 1 1985 1985 1985 (67-61)
Miami (Ohio) 1 1987 1987 1987(77-65)
Michigan 1 1991 1991 1991 (65-67)
Monmouth 3 1981 1983 1983 (62-60)
Montana 1 1985 1985 1985(61-69)
Montana Tech 1 1985 1985 1985(99-55)
Morgan State 4 1988 1995 1995(84-64)
Mount St. Mary's 2 1 1981 1993 1993 (69-50) 1981 (70-78)
Murray State 2 1990 1990 1990(59-78)
Nebraska 1 1 1992 1993 1993 (92-88) 1992(78-79)
Nevada First Meeting
New Mexico State 1 1986 1986 1986(68-58)
New Orleans 1 1983 1983 1983(66-73)
Niagara 7 1987 1992 1992(96-76)
Northeastern 3 1981 1982 1982(64-48)
Northern-Illinois 2 1995 1995 1995 (77-80, OT)
Northwestern 1 1989 1989 1989(69-67)
Northwest Louisiana First Meeting
North Carolina-Wilmington 1 1994 1994 1994(62-51)
North Texas 1 1990 1990 1990(71-66)
Notre Dame 5 4 1985 1995 1995(84-68) 1995(65-87)
Ohio 1 1990 1990 1990(73-67)
Oklahoma 1 1986 1986 1986(69-71)
Oklahoma State 1 1988 1988 1988(69-63)
Our Lady of Angels 1 1973 1973 1973(49-31)
Our Lady of Lourdes 1 1973 1973 1973(45-14)




Opponent W L First Last Last La Salle Last Opponent
Met Met Victory Victory
Penn State 3 1982 1988 1988 (85-86)
Penn State (Ogontz) 4 1 1973 1977 1977(73-40) 1975 (29-52)
Pennsylvania 19 3 1974 1994 1994 (75-64) 1983 (55-62)
Philadelphia Bible 2 1973 1975 1975 (57-17)
Philadelphia Textile 2 1976 1979 1979 (79-31)
Pittsbutgh 7 1977 1983 1982 (58-55) 1983 (67-85)
Pitt-Johnstown 1 1979 1980 1980 (88-82) 1979 (70-82)
Princeton 3 1976 1978 1976 (63-58) 1978 (71-80)
Providence 1981 1981 1981 (71-66)
Purdue 1980 1980 1980(64-58)
Radford 1988 1988 1988 (64-63)
Rhode Island 2 1985 1988 1988 (60-49)
Richmond 3 1987 1994 1994 (73-57)
Rider 2 1981 1983 1983 (75-74)
Robert Morris 2 1982 1989 1989 (80-43)
Rutgers 2 3 1975 1984 1977 (93-85) 1984 (59-82)
St. Bonaventure 1 1991 1991 1991 (81-69)
St. Joseph's 4 20 1973 1994 1991 (67-64) 1994 (52-60)
St. Mary's (California) 1 1989 1989 1989 (82-76)
St. Peter's 12 12 1980 1992 1991 (79-74) 1992(71-73)
Salisbury 2 1977 1978 1978 (74-62)
San Francisco 1 1989 1989 1989(71-60)
Santa Clara 1 1 1989 1990 1989 (74-55) 1990 (54-63)
Seton Hall 3 4 1978 1993 1983 (69-66) 1993 (48-73)
Shippensburg 1 1978 1978 1978 (75-70)
Siena 5 2 1984 1992 1992 (68-48) 1991 (52-79)
South Carolina State 1 1 1983 1985 1985(61-55) 1983 (67-85)
South Florida 1 1995 1995 1995 (69-74)
Southwest Texas State 1 1986 1986 1986 (88-58)
Syracuse 3 1981 1984 1984(63-64)
Tampa 1 1995 1995 1995(70-51)
Temple 14 8 1973 1994 1994 (90-54) 1992 (79-88, OT)
Tennessee 1 1989 1989 1989 1989(61-91)
Towson State 2 1 1980 1993 1993 (61-57) 1980(72-84)
Trenton State 3 2 1977 1980 1980(70-51) 1979 (57-61)
Ursinus 1 1 1976 1979 1979 (79-47) 1976(69-89)
Valparaiso 1 1992 1992 1992 (90-95, OT)
Vermont 2 1982 1984 1984 (75-59)
Villanova 5 18 1973 1994 1993 (56-54) 1994 (52-56)
Virginia State 1 1981 1981 1981 (67-63)
Virginia Tech First Meeting
West Chester 3 2 1974 1982 1982(84-67) 1979 (68-79)
West Virginia 1 1979 1979 1979 (76-79)
Widener 3 1974 1976 1976(67-25)
Wisconsin-Green Bay 2 1992 1995 1995 (49-70)
Wisconsin-Milwaukee 1 1995 1995 1995 (84-55)
Witchita State 1 1987 1987 1987 (68-70, OT)
Wright State 4 1989 1995 1995 (80-74)
Xavier 1 5 1993 1995 1995 (83-69) 1995 (67-83)
Youngstown State 2 1984 1987 1987(76-60)
(1995-96 Opponents in BOLD)
ALL-TIME INDIVIDUAL RECORDS
Points
Game: 39, Jennifer Cole vs. Valparaiso, 1992
Season: 685, Jennifer Cole, 33 games, 1991-92





19, Mar>' Heller vs. Central Connecticut State,
1992
19, Tracey Sneed vs. St. Peter's, 1988
19, Kathy Bess vs. Pittsburgh, 1980
359, Kathy Bess, 26 games, 1978-79
1 145, Kathy Bess, 107 games, 1978-82
Jenn Cole
Assists
Game: 20, Mimi Harris vs. Loyola, 1992
Season: 320, Mimi Harris, 33 games, 1991-92
Career: 630, Mimi Harris, 1 12 games, 1988-92
Field Goals Made
Game: 16, Jennifer Cole vs. Valparaiso, 1992
Season: 249, Linda Hester, 29 games, 1984-85
Career: 656, Jennifer Cole, 116 games, 1989-93
Field Goals Attempted
Game: 29, Jill Crandley, vs. Iona, 1986
Season: 535, Linda Hester, 29 games, 1984-85
Career: 1 577, Jennifer Cole, 1 1 6 games, 1 989-93
Field Goal Percentage
Game: 100% (9-9), Sheila Wall, vs. Holy Cross, 1988
Season: 60.5% (153-253), Jill Crandley, 20 games,
1984-85
Career: 52.5% (533-1015), Tracey Sneed, 106 games,
1985-89
Three-Points Made
Game: 7, Jennifer Cole vs. Loyola (MD), 1992
Season: 65, Jennifer Cole, 33 games, 1991-92
Career: 165, Jennifer Cole, 116 games, 1989-93
Three-Points Attempted
Game: 19, Jennifer Cole vs. Loyola (MD), 1992
Season: 160, Jennifer Cole, 33 games, 1991-92
Career: 452, Jennifer Cole, 1 16 games, 1989-93
Three-Point Percentage
Game: 100% (4-4), Kelly Greenberg vs. Iona, 1988
Season: 68.4% (13-19), Jennifer Snyder, 30 games,
1987-88
Career: 51.6% (47-91), Kelly Greenberg, 61 games,
1987-89
Free Throws Attempted
Game: 19, GinaTobin vs. Delaware, 1983
19, Tracey Sneed vs. Iona 1989
Season: 202, Chrissie Donahue, 30 games, 1994-95
Career: 567, Maureen Kramer, 105 games, 1978-81
Free Throws Made
Game: 17, Tracey Sneed vs. Iona, 1989
Season: 162, Tracey Sneed, 31 games, 1988-89
Career: 420, Tracey Sneed, 106 games, 1985-89
Free Throw Percentage
Game: 100% (15-15) Jennifer Cole vs. Notre Dame,
1993
Season: 91.5% (151-165) Tracey Sneed, 30 games,
1987-88
Career: 87.3 (398-456) Jennifer Cole, 116 games,
1989-93
Blocked Shots
Game: 10, Linda French vs. Holy Cross, 1986
Season: 55, Linda French, 30 games, 1985-86
Career: 147, Linda French, 103 games, 1983-87
Steals
Game: 9, Jennifer McGowan vs. Loyola (Chi), 1993
Season: 90, Jenniler McGowan, 27 games, 1992-93
Career: 233, Jennifer McGowan, 125 games, 1988-93
TOP 1 CAREER LEADERS





(Only since 1987-88125 Jennifer McGowan season)
117 Allison Hudson 452 Jennifer Cole 445 Mary Greybush
116 Jennifer Cole 174 Lori Sparling 437 Mary Heller
116 Cheryl Reeve 113 Lisa Auman 388 Jenny McGowan
115 Mary Greybush 110 Marnie McBreen 352 Jennifer Cole
113 Lisa Auman 91 Kellv Greenberg 324 Chrissie Donahue
112 Mimi Harris 79 Jennifer Synder 263 Dolores Seiberlich
110 Janice Olszewski 67 Ann Gallagher 215 TinaTunink
109 Julie Reidnauer 42 Sarah Haynes 207 Lisa Auman
108 Linda Hester 37 Chrissie Donahue 196 Mimi Harris
108 Ellen Malone 34 Mimi Harris 169 Laura Reigstad
108 Anita Plakans 159 Lori Sparling
108
Started




(Only since 1987-88 eason)
51.6% (47-91) Kelly Greenberg
Jennifer Snyder110 Cheryl Reeve 48.1% (38-79) 1145 Kathy Bess
103 Jennifer Cole 40.9% (45-110) Marnie McBreen 1050 Maureen Kramer
99 Ellen Malone 38.8% (26-67) Ann Gallagher 788 Suzi McCaffrey
97 Jennifer McGowan 36.5% (165-452) Jennifer Cole 733 Mary Heller
94 Kathy Bess 34.5% (39-113) Lisa Auman 712 Mary Greybush
90 Jill Crandley 33.3% (58-174) Lori Sparling 706 Allison Hudson
83 Linda Hester 699 Tracey Sneed

















Kathy Bess656 Jennifer Cole 296 630 Mimi Harris
629 Linda Hester 286 Mary Heller 512 Kelly Greenberg
625 Jill Crandley 280 Chrissie Donahue 444 Ellen Malone
584 Maureen Kramer 274 Ellen Malone 420 Cheryl Reeve
565 Kathy Bess 270 Allison Hudson 359 Sheila Wall
544 Mary Greybush 267 Gina Tobin 342 Gina Tobin
533 Tracey Sneed 303 Jennifer McGowan













1577 Jennifer Cole 422 Mary Greybush 147 Linda French
1498 Maureen Kramer 410 Allison Hudson 136 Suzi McCaffrey
1416 Linda Hester 404 Mary Heller 78 Kathy Bess
1315 Ellen Malone 403 Ellen Malone 73 Tracey Sneed
1240 Jill Crandley 373 Gina Tobin 65 Mary Heller
1185 Kathy Bess 369 Jennifer McGowan 59 Dolores Seiberlich
1065 Mary Greybush 47 Mary Greybush
1015 Tracey Sneed Free Throw Percentage 45 Tina Fritzinger
978 Allison Hudson 41 Janice Olszewski
947 Laura Frieze
(150 FlM Minimum)







Tracey Sneed Jennifer McGowan
Ellen Malone(300 FGMMinimum) 78.8% (201-255) Jill Crandley 226
52.5% (533-1015) Tracey Sneed 76.0% (209-275) Cheryl Reeve 214 Jennifer Cole
51.5% (544-1065) Mary Greybush 74.2% (253-341) Sheila Wall 189 Sheila Wall
50.7% (318-627) Chrissie Donahue 74.1% (316-422) Mary Greybush 186 Mary Heller
50.4% (625-1240) Jill Crandley 73.2% (232-317) Linda Hester 171 Cheryl Reeve
49.3% (337-683) Kelly Briar 71.6% (267-373) Gina Tobin 164 Kelly Greenberg
47.7% (565-1195) Kathy Bess 70.8% (160-226) Kelly Briar 143 Linda Hester
46.5% (317-682) Sheila Wall 137 Gina Tobin










Three-Point Field Goals Made
267 Mary Greybush (600 PTMinimum)
250 Jenny McGowan 16.1 (1875) Jennifer Cole
(Only since 1987-88 season) 122 Dolores Seiberlich 16.0 (927) Chrissie Donahue
165 Jennifer Cole 116 Chrissie Donahue 14.3 (1502) Maureen Kramer
58 Lori Sparling 101 Jennifer Cole 14.0 (1486) Tracey Sneed
47 Kelly Greenberg 101 Lisa Auman 13.8 (1490) Linda Hester
45 Marnie McBreen 96 TinaTunink 13.6 (1451) Jill Crandley
39 Lisa Auman 95 Lori Sparling 13.3 (1426) Kathy Bess
38 Jennifer Synder 89 Laura Reigstad 12.5 (1404) Mary Greybush
26 Ann Gallagher 87 Marci Willis 11.9 (1280) Ellen Malone
83 Margit Rinke 11.7 (699) Tina Fritzinger


































































































































Current Players in BOLD
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WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
Patrice Adair 1993:




Assistant Women's Basketball Coach, Georgetown
University.
Kathleen Bess 1991:
Consultant, Cutting Edge Computer Solutions,
Inc.; Malvern, PA.
Sharon Biasini 1976:
Teacher, Archdiocese of Philadelphia, Secondary
School System.
Kathy McGovern Bicker 1977:
Athletic Director/P.E. teacher, St. Basil Academy;
Philadelphia, PA.
Kathy Bradley 1978:
Physician Assistant/Director: Active Life Program;
Philadelphia, PA. Geriatric Center.
Lori Calkins 1977:
Social Worker/Child Abuse Investigation; Depart-
ment of Childrens and Family Services: Los Ange-
les County.
Jennifer Cole 1993:
Chemical Manager, General Motors; Arlington,
Texas; Parker Amchem.
Mary C.Coyle 1987:
Public Relations Accountant Director, Drury Com-
munications; Dublin. Ireland.
Jill Crandley 1986:
Program Analyst, Automated Financial Technolo-
gies; Malvern, PA.
Ann DeMille 1983:
High School Basketball Coach, Notre Dame H.S.;
Lawrenceville, NJ.
Parti Dugan Donoghue 1982:
Self employed C.P.A.
Allison Donohoe 1987:
Accountant, Rodale Press, Emmaus, PA.
Diane Eichler 1980:
Special Education teacher, Strath Haven H.S.;
Wallingford, PA.
Debbie Bodnar Flooks, 1977
Linda M. French, 1988:
Corporal, Delaware State Police; Wilmington, DE.
Tina M. Fritzinger, 1982:
Director of Administration, Twin Counry Cable;
Northampton, PA.
Liz Crawford Gibbs, 1982:
Teacher, Monroe Township; Williamstown, NJ.
Kelly Lee Gill, 1988:
Homemaker.
Patricia Giordano Grant, 1988:
Certified Real Esate Appraiser,W Calvin Reynolds
and Associates; High Point, NJ.
Kelly Greenburg, 1989:
Assistant Women's Basketball Coach, Holy Cross
College; Worcester, MA.
Dr. Mary Greybush, 1991:
Physician, Graduate Health Systems; Philadelphia,
PA.
Annette Halpin, 1975:
Assistant Professor, Beaver College; Glenside, PA.
Mimi Harris, 1992:
Manufacturing Advisor, General Motors; Michigan.
Mary Heller, 1994:
Graduate Assistant Coach, La Salle University;
Philadelphia, PA.
Linda Hester, 1987:
Psychotherapist, Blue Cross/Blue Shield; Philadel-
phia, PA.
Vicky Clark Kauffman, 1976:
Mathematics teacher, Sandia H.S., Albuquesque
Public Schools; New Mexico.
Julie Reidenauer Kirlin, 1984:
Juvenile Probation Officer, Berks County; Reading,
PA.
Maureen Kramer, 1984:
Teacher, Our Lady of Calvery; Philadelphia, PA.
Nora Kramer, 1977:
Registered Nurse, Thomas Jefferson; Philadelphia,
PA.
Kate Larkin, 1984:
Senior Financial Analyst, Du Pont Merck;
Wilmington, DE.
Laura Pollio Leeds, 1976:
Accountant,
J.




Director of Program Activities for The Harbor-Resi-
dential Drug Treatment Facility, Northeast Recov-
ery Network; Hoboken, NJ.
Claire McArdle, 1980:
Multi-Disciplinary Team Coordinator, Child Abuse
Unit, Cape May Counry Prosecutor's Office; Cape
May Court House, NJ.
Suzanne McCaffrey, 1986: self-employed.
Kathy McCartney, 1983:
Teacher and coach, Villa Maria Academy; Malvern,
PA.
Jennifer McGowan, 1993:
Graduate Assistant, La Salle University; Philadel-
phia, PA.
Joanne Pendergast McVey, 1977:
C.P.A., self-employed.
Diane Moyer, Ph.D., 1980:
Psychologist(private practice), Adjunct Cedar Crest
College; Allentown, PA.
Janice Olszewski, 1983:
New York City Emergency Medical Service, Emer-
gency Medical Technician Instructor; Maspeth, NY.
Virginia A. Onofrio, 1986:
State Trooper, NJ Department of Law and Public
Safety; West Trenton, NJ.
Anita Plaskans, 1990:
Accountant, GE Capital-TIP; Devon, PA.
Karen Pushaw, 1978:
Co-Director, St. Francis Inn; Philadelphia, PA.
Cheryl Reeve, 1988:
Head Women's Basketball Coach, Indiana State
University; Terre Haute, IN.
Nancy Richards, 1983:
Travel Consultant, Sampson Travel; Philadelphia,
PA.
Linda Riviezzo, 1975:
Account Manager, PTS Learning Systems; King of
Prussia, PA.
Cindy Romanelli, 1980:
Paralegal/Office Manager, Black and Gerngross;
Philadelphia, PA.
Mary Ellen Roken Schurtz, 1974:
Assistant Principal and 6th grade teacher, Assump-
tion Regional School; Pomona, NJ.
Dolores Seiberlich, 1993:
Marketing Representative, US Healthcare; Blue Bell,
PA.
Tracey L. Sneed, 1989:
Lawyer, White and Williams; Philadelphia, PA.
Anne Marie Shervin Stockbower, 1976:
Proprietor, Stencil Shop ofChestnut Hill; Philadel-
phia, PA.
Gina Tobin, 1985:
P.E. teacher, Holy Innocents School; Philadelphia,
PA.
Tina TuninkTubbs, 1993:
Research Assistant, Temple University; Philadelphia,
PA.
Linda J. Pinto Young, 1978:
Homemaker.
Maureen Buckley Ward, 1990:
Elementary school teacher, St. Clement School;
Philadelphia, PA.
Barbara Moser White, 1979:
Homemaker and mother of 5 children.
Laura Reigstad Zakrzewski, 1992:














La Salle is a comprehensive university that combines
the best of all educational worlds. With more than
5,700 men and women attending classes, the university
offers a pleasant environment within close proximity
to Philadelphia's cultural, social and historic centers.
Founded by the Brothers of the Christian Schools
in 1863, La Salle is named for St. John Baptist de
La Salle, who established the Christian Brothers
teaching order 300 years ago. The institution,
which began as a one-building academy in Center
City Philadelphia, is on a 100-acre, 43-building
campus adjacent to Philadelphia's Germantown
section.
The La Salle day and evening faculty numbers 400.
With a student-faculty ratio of 14-1 and an average
class size of 20, students can be assured of as much
personal guidance as they need. This commitment to
the individual student has always been a major tenet
of the Christian Brothers.
Although undergraduate education remains its primary
purpose, La Salle also offers Master's degree programs
in selected areas of specialization, including: Business
Administration (MBA), Bilingual/Bicultural Studies,
Central and Eastern European Studies, Computer
Information Science, Education, Human Services
Psychology, Marriage and Family Therapy, Nursing,
Professional Communication, and Theological and
Pastoral Studies. The university also offers more than
40 undergraduate majors.
Various independent study programs provide
students with greater options. A thriving,
nationally-recognized Honors Program is available
for gifted students. "La Salle in Europe" offers
students the opportunity to spend their sophomore
or junior year at the University of Fribourg, in
Switzerland, while receiving full academic credit at
La Salle. Programs are also available for a semester
or a year of study in Spain and Ukraine.
Among the major buildings on campus are: the
Connelly Library; the Roland Holroyd Science Center
with facilities for study and research in Biology,
Chemistry, Environmental Science, Geology, Physics,
and Psychology; and the La Salle Union, which houses
offices for most student activities and clubs and is the
main meeting place on campus.
The athletic department is housed in Hayman Hall.
The facility includes the 1,700-seat Joseph Kirk
Natatorium, three regulation-sized basketball courts,
a 12 laps/mile suspended running track, weight
training and exercise areas, sauna, squash courts and a
medical training area.
La Salle students come from 26 states and 20 foreign
countries. The university houses more than 1,700
resident students in 12 dormitories and three
apartment complexes. The average Scholastic Aptitude
Test (SAT) score is 1023, well above the national
average reported by the College Board.
La Salle has enjoyed increasing national attention
including:
• U.S.News & World Reporr named La Salle one of the
country's leading regional universities in the 1993,
1994 and 1995 editions of "America's Best Colleges."
• The New York Times, Money magazine and Barron's
all selected La Salle to appear in their guides to the
"best buys in college education."
• The influential Long Island newspaper, Newsday,
referred to La Salle as a "university on the rise" in an
article entitled "Where the Hot Schools Are."
• Standard & Poor's ranked La Salle 10th among the
nation's liberal arts colleges in the number ofgraduates
who are top corporate leaders.
• La Salle was selected to appear in Peterson's Competitive
Colleges, a profile of the schools that consistently accept
the nation's best students.
• A nationwide study of nearly 900 private
undergraduate institutions ranked La Salle in the top
four percent since 1977 as an originating school for
Ph.D.s.
• La Salle had the nation's fifth highest graduation rate
(94%) among Division I schools for students on
athletic scholarships who entered in 1987-88. In last
year's survey, La Salle again ranked among the nation's
leaders with a 94% graduation rate.
• La Salle ranks among the nation's leaders in student





Student-athletes involved in an intercollegiate athletic program are in a very unique position. They are here in the role of both
student and athlete and it is essential that they meet the demands of each role in order to experience success at La Salle. The
Program ofAcademic Support Services for Student-Athletes was designed to assist student-athletes in their adjustment to their
unique role. Through academic advising and essential support services, the active involvement of the student-athlete in the
educational process is encouraged and the balance between academic and athletic achievement is fostered.
OBJECTIVES
- To assist the student-athlete in balancing academic demands so that their work toward an academic degree is completed.
- To provide a growth environment so the student-athlete can gain independence and achievement in all facets of life.
- To enhance the student-athlete's years at La Salle through the utilization of campus resources and enrichment programs.
- To assist freshmen and transfer students in their first semester in the adjustment to the demands of college through the
orientation program.
-To encourage excellence in academics and athletics so that the individual's experience at La Salle is a rich and rewarding one.
ACADEMIC ADVISING
The course selection sheet of each student-athlete is reviewed prior to fall, spring and summer registration to ensure that all
requirements are being met to continue satisfactory progress toward a degree and to maintain athletic eligibility.
MONITORING OF CLASSROOM PROGRESS
In order to stay abreast of the academic status of our student-athletes, progress reports monitoring attendence, completion of
assignments and test scores are requested of faculty members during the semester. These reports also indicate if the student
might benefit from additional help in a specified skill area. Freshmen and other selected student-athletes also meet weekly with
the academic support services staff to complete self-assessment reports detailing attendence, completion of assignments, class
participation and any test or project scores received.
TUTORING
If it is determined that any student-athlete could benefit from additional assistance to meet the demands of their courses,
special tutoring is arranged. Our student-athletes have also made extensive use of the Sheekey Writing and Study Skills Center,
the Math Lab and the Computer Science labs where individualized assistance is provided in particular skill areas.
STUDY HALL
Study hall is an academic practice designed to provide structured time for the student-athlete to complete the demands of class
work. A study hall is open throughout the day for the use of the student-athlete. In addition, a supervised study hall is held
each evening, Monday through Thursday. Student-athletes are assigned to this evening study hall at the discretion of their
coaches in order to assist them in developing the skills needed to manage their time efficiently and effectively.
COUNSELING
Academic, career, and personal counseling is available through the Office ofAcademic Support Services as well as the La Salle
University Counseling Center and the Career Planning and Placement Bureau. The Counseling Center also assists the Office
of Academic Support Services with identifying particular learning needs of any student-athlete and recommending specific
courses of action which can be implemented to help ensure the academic success of the student.
SPECIAL PROGRAMS
Throughout the course of the year, special programs designed to respond to the specific needs of the student-athlete are
arranged. These programs cover a diverse array of topics to stimulate and encourage the development of the student-athlete as
a whole person. In addition, special Study Skills workshops are offered in conjunction with the Sheekey Writing and Study
Skills Center of La Salle University. An orientation program including such relevant topics as time management, anxiety,
interpersonal skill development and university etiquette is provided through the semester. 1*
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been a member of
the Brothers of the Christian Schools, the lay teaching
order that conducts the university, since 1963.
Brother Burke, who holds the academic rank of
professor of psychology, originally served at La Salle
from 1973 to 1986 as a faculty member, chairman of
the Psychology Department, and president of the
Faculty Senate for two terms. During that time, he
also initiated the university's graduate program in
Human Services Psychology and was named recipient
of a Christian and Mary Lindback Foundation Award
for Distinguished Teaching.
After serving as an American Council of Education
Fellow at the University of Hartford for the 1986-87
academic year, Brother Burke was appointed dean of
the College of Basic Studies and special assistant to
the president of the University of Hartford. He
returned to La Salle as provost and vice president of
the corporation in July, 1990.
A 1 963 graduate of Philadelphia's La Salle College High
School, Brother Burke earned his bachelor's degree in
English in 1968 from La Salle University and a master's
degree in educational administration from the
University ofMiami. He earned a Ph.D. in psychology
and anthropology from the United States International
University.
A clinical psychologist licensed by the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Brother Burke has
had considerable professional experience counseling
adults and adolescents, especially college students
and juvenile delinquents. He served as a part-time
clinical psychologist at St. Gabriel's Hall, the
Christian Brothers' facility for incarcerated
juveniles, from 1975-77.
Brother Burke has authored numerous articles and
book chapters as well as the book Contemporary
Approaches to Psychology and Counseling: The Self-
Regulation and Maturity Model, a comprehensive
graduate-level textbook on psychotherapy, published
by Brooks/Cole in 1989.
He is a member of the American Council on
Education's Council of Fellows and Commission on
Leadership Development, the American Association
for Higher Education, Association for General and
Liberal Studies, American Psychological Association,
and the Eastern Psychological Association.
He serves on the Board of Directors of the Greater
Philadelphia Urban Affairs Coalition, the YMCA of
Greater Philadelphia, the Say Yes to Education
Foundation, the Greater Philadelphia Chamber of
Commerce, Balch Institute for Ethnic Studies, and the
Campus Boulevard Corporation. He is also on the
Board ofTrustees of the Phi Kappa Theta Foundation,
the Nominating Panel of the Board ofTrustees of the
Community College of Philadelphia, the Executive
Committee of the Board of Trustees of La Salle
University, and the Board of Trustees of Christian
Brothers University in Memphis, Tennessee.
In addition, Brother Burke serves on the Institutional
Affairs Committee of the Commission for Independent
Colleges and Universities, and the Ethics Committee
of Germantown Hospital.
La Salle University is a comprehensive Catholic church-
related institution founded in 1863, with 5,700 men
and women in its undergraduate and graduate
divisions. It is located at the edge of the historic
Germantown section in Northwest Philadelphia.
La Salle President Joseph F. Burke an-
nounces the University's entrance into
the Atlantic 10 during a February 1995
press conference.
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earned berths in the
1987-88 and
1988-89 NCAA
Tournament, and the 1992 Women's National
Invitational Tournament.
La Salle University has made many improvements in
facilities and within its athletic structure, with Mullen
acting as the catalyst for these changes.
Mullen had served as President of the Metro Atlantic
Conference (MAAC) and Chairman of the
Philadelphia Big 5. Prior to joining the La Salle staff,
he was Director of Athletics at the University of
Southern Colorado and Loras College. Mullen has
been the President of the NAIA Athletic Directors
Association and was the College Representative to the
Executive Council of the National Association of
College Athletic Directors (NACDA). He also served
as athletic administrator to the Goodwill Games in
1986 in Moscow. He has been on the NCAA
Nomination Committee and is on the Board of
Directors of the Philadelphia Sports Congress.
Bob originally hails from the Delaware Valley, but left
his home in Chester, PA , in 1948, for residence in
Park Forest, a suburb of Chicago, where he obtained
most of his education and athletic background. He
played several sports in high school and college,
although basketball was his main interest. A graduate
with both a B.S., Ed., and M.S., Ed., from Northern
Illinois University, Bob has been a head coach in almost
every sport in the secondary level and an Athletic
Director and head college basketball coach for half of
the last three decades. Mullen had over 300 victories
in just 16 seasons, including several trips to the NAIA
National Tournament.
On the family side, Mullen and his wife, Marcia, have
four children; Sherry, a Respiratory Therapist, is
married with three children, living in Hampshire, IL;
Scott is married, has a daughter and is the director of
operations at the Long Beach Convention Center in
California with Spectacor Inc., and is a former Drake
University wide receiver; Kelly, is married and the
mother of a daughter, and is a teacher in Pennsauken,
NJ, and a former member of the La Salle track team,
and Rob, who played football at Ursinus College,







Thomas Meier was appointed Associate Athletic Director on August 1, 1991. A
member of the La Salle University athletic department since 1976, Meier has served
as Director of Intramurals and since 1985, had been Assistant Athletic Director.
Born and raised in Easton, PA, Meier earned a B.A. in Psychology from Dickinson
College and a master's degree in physical education at Temple University. He played
varsity basketball and baseball in both high school and college and lists golf among
his hobbies, along with carpentry and camping.
Tom has resided in Jenkintown since 1980 and he and his wife, Judy, have three
children - Shelley, Kyle, and Zachery.
Kathleen McNally
Assistant Athletic Director
Kathleen McNally has served as Assistant Athletic Director at La Salle University
since 1977. McNally s main responsibility is to help direct the administrative and
operational aspects of La Salle's 23 varsity sports.
A 1968 graduate of West Chester University, McNally coached the La Salle field
hockey team from 1 976 to 1 980. McNally s work with the team helped produce two
Olympians and a national championship in 1980.
A member of the National Sports Festival coaching staff for field hockey, McNally
was named Coach ofthe Year in 1 980 by the Philadelphia Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women.
McNally has represented La Salle as a member ofthe NCAA Council and on numerous
NCAA, ECAC and Midwestern Collegiate Conference (MCC) committees.
Prior to joining the La Salle University staff, McNally was a successful high school coach and teacher of health education
and physical education at Paul VI High School and Collingswood High School in New Jersey.
Kathy's family includes husband Butch and sons Michael and John.
Mark Morgan
Acting Director ofSports Relations and Marketing
Mark Morgan joined the La Salle University Athletic Department in October 1995,
when he was named Acting Director of Sports Relations and Marketing. Morgan
oversees the sports information office, as well as being responsible for the athletic
department's marketing and promotional activities.
A Philadelphia-area native (Lansdowne, PA), Morgan worked in the athletic
department of his alma mater, Temple University, for the past 16 years, most recently
as Director ofthe Owl Club. In his nine full years in athletic development at Temple,
the Owls broke total-giving records every year, reaching $953,000 raised in 1 993-94.
Prior to his athletic development work, he worked in Temple's Sports Information
Office under legendary former SID Al Shrier. He also worked in the public relations
office of the Philadelphia Eagles and the Major Indoor Soccer League.
Morgan holds two degrees from Temple: a bachelors degree in communications and a masters degree in sports
administration. Among his hobbies are playing Softball and directing and performing in community musical theater
productions.
A Certified Fund Raising Executive (CFRE), Morgan is a member of the National Society of Fund Raising Executives
(NSFRE), the National Association of Athletic Development Directors (NAADD), the College Sports Information
Directors Association ofAmerica (CoSIDA), and the Philadelphia Sportswriters Association.
Morgan lives in Pennsauken, New Jersey with his wife, Carol Ann Murray, and their son, Charles. They are expecting
their second child in May 1996.
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NCAA
1996 National Collegiate Division I Women's
BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIP
'First- and second-round games will be played on the
campus oi 16 panicipalmg institutions. Pairings of
regional champions in the national semifinal games will
be determined March 10 wtien championship participants
are selected 1996 regional hosts and sites are Easl -
University ot Virginia (University Hall, Charlottesville.
Virginia). Mideasl - DePaul Unrversity (Rosemont Horizon,
Rosemont, Illinois), Midwest - Stephen F. Austin State
University (Johnson Coliseum, Nacogdoches. Texas); and





beyond wins and losses.
It is a feeling
that lingers forever
in the heart and soul."
- Roger Nelson
All of us at CoreStates share the basic
conviction that a dedicated spirit oj
teamwork can achieve goals that would
otherwise remain unfulfilled.
It's a feeling you can sense whenever
you walk into any CoreStates bank.
It's a passion that reflects itself in every






Standing - Back Row (left to right) Jacki Wlodarczyk, Carrie Jewctt, Sarah Weiss,
Tina Wahl, Assistant Coach Tom Lochner, Head Coach John Miller, Sarah Haynes,
Chrissie Donahue, Stephanie Coddens, Margit Rinke.
Standing - Front Row (left to right) Patrice McGovern, Ann Gallagher, Katie Wolfe,
Marnie McBreen.







Tuc 28 Delaware 7:00 pm
December
Holiday Inn Classic (University of Nevada, Reno)
Fri 1 Northwestern Louisiana State 8:00 pm
Sat 2 Nevada or Colorado State 6:00/8:00 pm
Wed 6 Siena 4:30 pm
Sat 9 Penn# at Villanova 1 :00 pm




Thu 28 La Salle vs. UMBC 6:00 pm
Kent State vs. Howard 8:00 pm
Fri 29 Consolation 6:00 pm
Championship 8:00 pm
January
Wed 3 Drexel 7:00 pm
Mon 8 Duquesne* 7:00 pm
Wed 10 Rhode Island* 7:00 pm
Sat 13 Fordham* 1 :00 pm
Mon 15 Xavier* 7:00 pm
Sat 20 Massachusetts* 1 :00 pm
Thu 25 Virginia Tech* 7:00 pm
Sat 27 Dayton* 8:00 pm
February
Thu 1 Virginia Tech* 7:00 pm
Sun 4 George Washington* 12:00 pm
Tue 6 Temple *# 7:00 pm
Sat 10 George Washington* 4:00 pm
Mon 12 St. Joseph's *# 7:00 pm
Sat 17 Dayton* 1 :00 pm
Thu 22 Duquesne* 7:00 pm
Sat 24 Xavier* 1 :00 pm
Tue 27 St. Bonaventure* 7:00 pm
March
Fri 1- Atlantic 10 Tournament TBA
Mon 4 at Virginia Tech - Blacksburg, VA
Home games in bold
Times are Eastern Standard and subject to change
* Atlantic 10 Games # Philadelphia Big 5 City Series Game
